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Insure Your Own Automobile

:

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.

$R
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There Is No Substitute

.«.
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Lieut. Mulroy Tells Rock
land Service Club of Ant
arctic Expedition

••• ]

Covering Damage To YOUR OWN Car
Some thoughtlessly consider that if a collision
occlrs, they will collect their damage bill cut of
“the other fellow’s” insurance. The fallacy of that
reasoning is apparent upon reflection You cannot
safely depend upon “the other fellow's" insurance
for these reasons:

NELSON TO SPEAK

Brilliant Maine Congressman
°2‘lzza.r,?s ln ,the
re;
e
i gions and of towering ice cliffs and
Will Tell Chamber of Corn-! temperatures running as low as 72
»L
•
i degrees below zero, made the,club
merce About Communism members who have been complain-

The “other fellow” may not be insured. As
only 30% of the automobiles are insured,
70% are not, and you are therefore more than
twice as likely to be hit by an uninsured car.
The uninsured driver is often judgment proof;
you can’t collect anything from him.

COMMUNITY
SWEET SHOP

ROCKLAND

^BOSTON
BANGOR
BAR HARBOR
and way landings

PUBLIC
SUPPER

SATURDAY
MAY 16

BROOKLIN

and way landings

FLY

NOW OPEN

HOUSE AND CABINS

Sailings Daily except Sunday,

Moosehead Lake Highlands
GREENVILLE, ME.
Edith M. Barney, Prop. 58*59

commencing Tuesday, May 19,
Rockland Wharf

For Customer Convenience

EASTERN

For the greater convenience of our customers our
store on Holmes Street, near the Curtiss Air Port

STEAMSHIP LINES

LAST OF SEASON
QUICK WORK
How quickly business is trans
acted now has a good illustra
tion in the following incident:
Sunday Miss Jessie Crawford of
Thomaston sailed from Boston
with her friend Mrs. Edwin U.
Curtis of that city for a tour in
Europe. After 30 hours at sea
Miss Crawford discovered that
she had left her evening dresses
at home. Monday a radio mes
sage was received at the station
in Cushing, addressed to Wil
liam Hastings of Thomaston,
directing him to mail the gowns
to an address in London. The
message was telephoned from
the radio station to the central
office in Rockland and relayed
to Thomaston. The dresses left
on the mail Tuesday morning.
Quick work.

WILL BE OPEN EVERY WEEK DAY
7.30 to 5.00 P. M.
BEGINNING MONDAY, MAY 17
We are exclusive agents for the famous ELMORE
line of Grain and Feed
None Better At Any Price

OUR

SCOUT

EXECUTIVE

Harold Whitehill Giving Excellent Account Of Himself At
Head Of Rockland District
“My desire is to be known as a
friend to al! young people; my hobby
is scouting; my favorite recreations
are camping and hiking.”
That is an excellent platform for a

DANCE

DANCE

OWL’S HEAD

Town Hall

Town Hall

OWL’S HEAD

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
MAY 20

Monday, May 18

Smalley’s Orchestra

Silver King Orchestra

Auspices Bay View Society
59-60

Refreshments

59* It

LOOK!
For Ten Cents Per Pound
Delivered

COME IN AND LOOK US OVER

NATIVE BAY HADDOCK
EAT AND ENJOY

*

Economy Flour & Feed Co.

CHISHOLMS
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
49-tf

Holmes Street,

Rockland

Missionary Meeting at Baptist
Church Had Several Interesting
Features

j The final Missionary meeting of
■ the season of the First Baptist
j Church was held Wedneseday after
noon, Mrs. H. I. Hix, presiding. It
I was well attended and much interest
j was manifested. Miss Lucy Walker
j was reappointed secretary. A new
office, is secretary of temperance, to
which Miss Florence Hastings was
I appointed. A letter was received
from the Indian Baptist Church of
Fallon, Nevada, thanking the ladies
for the contents of a box sent them
recently, valued at $25.
Mrs. Hix gave a report of the re1 cent annual meeting of the New
England District in Boston, relating
some outstanding features of the
WAS NICELY STAGED speakers, stressing those of the
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard William Vinal Who Were Showered With Evidences
foreign missionary, Miss Sanderson
of .Affection and Esteem During Their Recent Golden Wedding Celebration.
W. C. T. U. Makes of the of South China. She gave a graphic
account of the 60th anniversary
Mothers’ and Daughters’ dramatization of the Woman’s Ameri
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard William following the sea. Both are in excelBanquet a Notable Affair can Baptist Foreign Mission Society.
Vinal recently observed their golden lent health. Mrs. Vinal is 68. while
She enjoyed the singing of the
wedding anniversary in a quiet man- Mr. Vinal celebrated fiis 72d birthday
by William B. Sexton, a
ner, keeping open house at their on his wedding anniversary,
The Congregational vestry pre Spirituals
most appreciative interpreter of
home at 301 Limerock street. Five of
Eight children were born of the sented an inspiring scene last eve those
Maine came out
their seven children were home for union, one dying in infancy. The ning, the occasion being the Mothers' ahead melodies.
in the reading contest, this
the occasion, and the couple, who seven surviving children are Fred C.
have passed 50 years of happy mar Vinal (with whom they make their and Daughters’ banquet under the being the fifth consecutive year in
which the loving cup has come to this
ried life, received many remem home); Mrs. Harry Dailey and Wil auspices of the W.C.T.U. There State.
brances, such as cards, letters, liam L. Vinal, all of Rockland; Har were about 125 present, mothers and
Much has been done by Maine, for
flowers, gold pieces and miscel'ane- vey C. Vinal of Hallowell; Ross R. daughters, either by relationship, or
ous gifts.
Vinal of Long Island, N. Y.; Mrs. borrowed for the occasion. The the work of the White Cross, and
Mr. and Mrs. Vinal (Mary I. Coyle John Chilles of Vinalhaven. and Mrs. tables, tastefully laid with white those stations, both foreign and
of Milford) were married in Vinal C. E. Hathaway of Tiverton, R. I. cloths, had centerpieces of tulips and home, which have received such
Haven
°n Mav ’• Purington
1881'
late There are also 15 grandchildren. fors.vthia. An unusually tempting help, have been highly appreciative.
Rpv CoIlamore
. the They
The children home for the Golden menu was served affording roast Mrs. Hix's talk was listened to with
made their home in Vinalhaven for Wedding were Fred and William j beef, mashed potato and gravy car- much appreciation and the ladies
22 years, then moved te Hurrican° Vinal, Mrs. Dailey and Mrs. Hatha- | rots, cabbage salad, stuffed eggs, gave her rising vote of thanks. The
meeting closed with prayer by Miss
Isle where they lived for 15 years. w*y| rolls, cream cake and coffee. Young Mary Abercrombie of Malden. Mass.,
Their home has been in Rockland for
In addition to the many gifts, Mr. girls members of the YPB and who is the guest of Mrs. Lottie
the past 13 years. Mr. Vinal's work , Vinal was presented with a birthday other church organizations acted as Rhodes.
has been chiefly stonecutting ar.d cake.
1 ot er cnurcn oreamzauons, acted as
waitresses. The program:

Whitehill. who on Feb. 13 was elect
ed acting scout executive for the
Rockland district, and who has since
displayed that efficiency and execu
tive ability which justifies the Asso
ciation in the belief that the inter
ests of the Boy Scouts have fallen
into excellent hands.
His experience in Scouting dates
back to June, 1918, when he joined
Troop 1 in Thomaston. He became
assistant scoutmaster of Troop 1,
Farmington, in April 1927 and was
promoted to scoutmaster of Troop 2,
Rockland, in November of the same
year. His 13 years in the service
have given him experience with a
wide variety of Scout activities, and
to all of these he has devoted himself
wholeheartedly, his high moral
standing having a very beneficial
effect upon his youthful charges.
Mr. Whitehill was born in West
Somerville. Mass., Aug. 21, 1904. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Harrison W. White
hill. The family came to Thomaston
when he was a lad of 7. During
I his summer vacations he worked one
j season for the John Bird Co., and
three for the W. H. Glover Co. (while
at High School.) After graduating
from Thomaston High School in 1924
he worked one year for Fuller-Cobb]
w whitehiI1 Afling Sco,lt Davis. He then took a two years’
course at Farmington Normal School,
j Executive of the Rock.and District graduating in 1927. He was married
entertainments ever presented at a |------------------------------------------------ Mav 31, 1930, to Miss Leona Somers
of St. Johnsbury. Vt. The£ reside at
meeting of the local club, and Lieut, | gcout executive, and especially one 386 Broadway, this city.
Mulroy was given a rising vote of who fully lives up to the letter nf it.
thanks at its conclusion.
Such is the platform of Harold W.

For reservations apply

THE TRAFFIC SIGNALS

Closer heed must be given to the traffic signals. This is the edict from
the office of Mayor Charles M. Richardson and it will be staunchly enforced
by the police department, according to City Marshal Almon P. Richardson.
“Traffic signs of any description are installed for the protection of the
driving public," said Marshal Richardson yesterday, “and for the benefit of
those who do not fully understand what they mean here are the rules and
regulations which we have drawn up:"
Traffic Lights
Do not go by a light when showing red; because the other car has the
green which is the right of way.
When you have gone into the intersection and the red light comes on
keep going; do not back up as usually there is a car behind.
It is permissible to turn right on red light when the road is clear.
Stop Signs
A stop sign means bring car to a complete stop; that is, stop all wheels
from turning. It does not mean slow down.
When coming to a stop sign, go far enough to corner of intersection to
get a good view both ways, it does not mean to stop back of sign; it means
stop at intersection, no matter where the sign is placed.
The public is requested to report any car by number, or name of driver,
or both, violating the above laws. This will have a tendency to minimize
such violations and will be of great benefit to all concerned.

j Mulroy, chief engineer of Commander Byrd’s expedition to the
South Pole.
Vivid descriptions of storms at

E. C. Moran Company, Inc.

a

OBEY

The members of the Forty Club

—■—
j ing of Maine weather realize their
The subject of Communism will be blessings and advantages. They
handled straight from the shoulder : were illustrated by motion pictures
when Congressman John E. Nelson of taken by Lieut. Mulroy during the
the Third Maine District addresses ™ °f Commander
; the City of New York, and during the
the Rockland Chamber of Commerce stay Qf the expedltion
Llttle
at next Tuesday night's banquet at! America.
(2) The “other fellow” may be insured, but not
The Thorndike. “Nelson of Maine”
Lieut. Mulroy declared that Com
legally liable. You can’t collect unless he is
they call him in Washington, and he mander Byrd did a wonderful job in
legally liable. You might be guilty of con
is considered one of the ablest men his selection of the 80 members of
tributory negligence. The small premium
in that branch of the National Legis his crew from upward of 10,000 appli
charged for property damage insurance is con
lature. He is a graduate of Colby cations received, and his vision was
vincing evidence that proving legal liability
College, a former principal of Wa amply proved by the fact that this
is a large order.
terville High School, a former law was the only expedition to the frozen
partner of the late Gov. William T. wastes of the world that ever re
(3) The “other fellow” may be a “hit and run”
Haines, and a leader in Maine politi turned without the loss of a single
driver, so whether insured or not, you certainly
cal circles for more than quarter of individual, although for a period of
can’t collect under his insurance if you don’t
months 42 men were marooned in
a century.
know him.
Apropos of the timely subject which the Antarctic while their ship wa,S
(4) There may be no “other fellow.” Your car
he is to discuss the following United being held at New Zealand to await
may upset, go wrong mechanically, etc., and
Press despatch from Washington will the completion of their task.
cause a wreck for which no “other fellow” is
The dangers of the trip were fully
be read with interest.
responsible.
described by the speaker and also
The American Legion’s American the means employed to mitigate
PROTECT YOURSELF BY COMPLETE
ism committee Thursday asked the them. One of the serious menaces
national executive council to approve at Little America was Are, as the
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, OUR SPECIAL
a report on communism in which the only means of fighting this element
“COVER BOTH WAYS” POLICY
committee recommended Congres was by thawing snow and ice. He
We offer a special coverage and a special low rate, neither of which
sional appropriations to invoke exist described also the location and
«
is obtainable from any other company.
ing statutes, greater activity by the means of communication between
An inquiry incurs no obligation
Department of Justice and accelerat the cabins at headquarters and the
ed deportation of undesirable aliens. manner in which supplies were
SOLD ONLY TO OUR AUTO LIABILITY POLICYHOLDERS
The report reiterated the Ameri handled.
can Legion's position that education
is the best means of combating Com
How the idle hours of the mem
munism propaganda and rejected the
suggestion of Representative Hamil bers of the party were spent proved
ton Fish, New York, that the Legion interesting to an unusual degree,
endorse the findings of Fish's con especially where the regular routine
STATE AGENTS
gressional investigating committee. of entertainment was Improvised
The Fish committee recommended upon. Lieut. Mulroy told of an oc
425 Main Street,
Rockland, Maine
more open and direct hostilities casion when the radio broadcast was
against Communist propaganda than “cut in on” locally and fake mes
TEL. 98
sages were received by members of
favored by the Legion.
The position of the American Le the party, much to their embar
*++♦+*++ gion's Committee, however, coincides rassment; also of fake telegrams,
with that taken by Representative apparently from friends at home
John E. Nelson of the Third Maine who apparently listened in on the
District in his dissenting report to broadcast. The relief of the indi
FARM NEAR
that filed by the Fish Investigating viduals when they learned of the de
Committee upon the spread of com ception that had been practiced upon
FAMOUS LAKEWOOD
them was obvious. The morale of
munism in the United States.
Representative Nelson took the the party was high at all times, Lieut.
And is otherwise well located, has
attitude that communism was mak Mulroy said and,' unlike other expe
year round market for butter, and
SOUTH HOPE
ing no menacing headway in America ditions of the kind, every man came
good summer market for small
in mind and body.
and expressed the view that addi out sound
vegetables, fruits and eggs. Build
suu,,u
T
CHICKEN DINNER $1.00 tional legislation was unnecessary. | “The
speaker
credited Commander
ings convenient, pleasant and in
Nelson's report recommended great Byrd with making the biggest bridge
good repair. A good proposition
STEAK
DINNER
....$1.00
er care of consular officers in the score on record in a single nightfor a worker. For full particulars
inspection of immigrants and the 21,000 points but in the next breath
BARBECUE, SALADS AND
write
issuing of visas; a sufficient appro stated that this particular night was
SANDWICHES
E. A. JONES
priation to the Justice Department, of four and a half months' duration.
SERVED AT ALL TIMES
78 Middle St.,
Skowhegan, Meto follow up radical activities and He also told of one member of the
55-56
59*lt
adequate appropriations for the party who had started in to read the
Labor Department for deporting un- encyclopedia, but had quit the job
i desirables and illegally entered aliens. after perusing three pages. Reading
1 He further recommended strengths and athletic events' were the princiening present deportation laws gov-(| pai means of passing the long hours,
Sailings from
erning the removal of criminal aliens.7 Money was no good• and■ cigarettes
were the most valuable objects of
barter being parted with reluctantly,
I the individual using up his own sup: ply before the next weekly issue flnd| ing it decidedly hard to induce com
panions, otherwise friendly, to come
across with a “nail,” although
offered all kinds of things to do so.
Methodist Church
Lieut. Mulroy stated also that
every member of the party perform
ed his share of the tasks assigned to
him, even to kitchen duty, which in
Every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.
cluded cooking and baking. Some
of the biscuit which were produced
From 5 to 7 o'clock
couldn't be penetrated with a '45
Auspices Epworth League
bullet, he declared, but notwith
to
59-lt
standing this every man in the party
was healthy. Never had a cold or
a day's sickness during their stay,
he declared.
Every Monday, Wednesday, Friday.
The temperature at the South
At the PUBLIC LANDING Every Pole was much lower than it is at
Sunday. Price One Penny For the North Pole. Lieut. Mulroy stated,
S.S BELFAST sails from Rockland for Bangor,
Every Pound of Your Weight.
that at the latter being from 35 to
,
5 a.m. (Daylight Saving Time) Tucs., Thurs., Sat.,
Curtiss-Wright Flying Service
40 degrees warmer.
due Bangor 10:15 a.m. Sails from Rockland for
50-S-tf
The departure of Commander
Boston, 8 p.m. (D.S.T.) Tucs., Thurs., Sat., due
Byrd and his three companions for
Boston 6 a.m., following morning.
their flight over the South Pole was
I am Readv to Build or Repair
vividly described by the speaker, and
S.S. WESTPORT sails from Rockland lor Bar
WHARVES
pictures of the taking off and of the
Harbor and way landings 5:15 a.m. (D.S.T.) Tues.,
return were also shown. The home
Can furnish best of references
Thurs., Sat., due Bar Harbor 11:15 a.m. Returning,
ward trip was described in a vivid
LEON HALSTEAD
leave Bar Harbor 1:00 p.m., same days. Sails from
TEL. 570
ROCKLAND manner and the pictures of the sixday hurricane which the City of
55*59-65
Rockland for Brooklin and way landings, 730
New York encountered on her waya.m. (D.S.T.) Mon., Wed., Fri., due Brooklin
back north were thrilling. Scenes at
11:00 a.m. Returning, leave Brooklin 12 noon,
the island of Tahiti, and the welto the Byrd e^dition in New
same days.
MOOSEHEAD COFFEE da'red onTror?he ^os7 interesting

Volume 86.................. Number 59

FIFTY HAPPY YEARS

•••
In the ardor of pursuit men •••
— soon forget the goal from which ••• were given an unusual treat recently
they start.—Schiller.
*•* when addressed by Lieut. Thomas B.

For Auto Collision Insurance

(1)

THREE CENTS A COPY

FLEW TO THE POLE
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Rockland, Maine, Saturday, May 16, 1931

Call 382

YOUNG’S FISH MARKET
Regular price charged for orders less than 2 pounds

Choral numbers—Clrlblrlblm
Home Sweet Home
Now Let Every Tongue Adore Thee
Otrls' Glee Club. Ft H S
Mrs Marguerite Johnson conducting
Miss Carol Gardner at the piano
Greetings from the President of the
W C. T. U.
Mrs. Hope Brewster
Toasts, with Mrs Clara Emery os toast
master
"Mothers of Yesterday"
Miss Helen M. York
Plano solo—Glockenspiel ........Carl Heins
Evelyn Sherer
■ Our Mothers of Today"
Dorothy Magune
Vocal solos—Sweet and Low ......... Royce
Mother's Lullaby
Ruth Harper
Margaret Dunton at the piano
Our Daughters; Mothers of Tomorrow
Mrs. Edith Tweedle
Instrumental Trio—Song of Hope ......
..... ............................... Floyd St. Clair
Marlon Harvey, trumpet; Dorothy Harvey
piano; Mrs. Emma Harvey, violin
Address- "Lavender and Old Lace"
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald

Mrs. Brewster's welcome worked
gracefully into the introduction of
Mrs. Emery as toastmaster, a task
which she carried with dignity and
ease, prefacing each toast by apt re
marks.
Miss York paid tribute to the high
principles and persevering qualities
passed down by the "Mothers of Yes
terday," qualities which have attri
buted to the success of many of the
great men and women of today.
Miss Magune, despite her youth,
presented a beautiful tribute to "The
Mothers of Today,’ combining the
wisdom of the great and wise men
and women of the world with sage
observances made by a young woman
well equipped to meet the problems
of today.
Mrs. Tweedie gave an eloquent talk
on the “Mothers of Tomorrow.”
touching largely upon the spiritual
education and social training of the
girls of the present day as building
for future motherhood, and point
ing out some of the pitfalls to be
avoided to build well.
Mrs. MacDonald prefaced her talk
with humorous remarks which had
her listeners all at attention, gradu■I ally working Into the serious note of
| her address “Lavender and Old Lace."
Pointing out that "lavender" stands
for lasting fragrance, old but ever
new, and that “old lace” signifies
beauty of enduring quality, she
stressed the values and qualities in
life that are old but ever new—faith,
truth, purity, sobriety, courage—the
things that last and bless, the things
that build young womanhood for
motherhood. Tribute was paid not
only to great mothers but to great
women—naming Queen Victoria
Evangeline Lindbergh, Jane Addams,
Clara Barton, Florence Nightingale,
and others. She stressed the import
ance of being “different” and “old| fashioned” if it meant clinging to
ideals ancj standing on one’s feet
"Swallows fly in flocks, but the eagle
soars aloft and alone,” quoted Mrs
MacDonald in her closing lines. Her
entire talk, devoted to Ideals and the
finest things in life, was one of sin
cerity and directness, reflecting her
clear thought and forceful life.
The musical numbers were particu
larly enjoyed.
The committees in charge consist
ed of Mrs. Hope Brewster, general

chairman; hostesses, Mrs. Evelvn
Sherman, Mrs. Etta Stoddard. Miss
Helen York, Mrs. Louise Ingraham,
Mrs. Irene Moran, Mrs. Mae Perry
Mrs. Walter S. Rounds. Mrs. L. G.
Perry, Miss Carolyn Erskine, Mrs.
Mildred Washburn, Mrs. Ava Jackson
and Miss Annie Frye; supper. Mrs.
Ida Simmons, Mrs. Grace Ludwick,
Mrs. William Brawn, Miss Alena
Young, Mrs. Frances Hall, Mrs. Maud
Sherer, Mrs. Fanny Sherer and Mrs.
Alfred Lord; decorations, Miss Ada
Young and Miss Annie Frye; tickets,
Mrs. Florence Reach; program, Mrs.
Clara Emery. Mrs. Evelyn Sherman
and Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
The affair was such a pronounced
success that a mothers’ and daugh
ters’ banquet will probably become an
annual feature in the city's activities.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some 'poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
MISSIONS OF THE VIOLETS
Long ages ago. when the earth was
young,
There were wood nymphs playing
around;
When the songs of summer had all been
sung.
And the leaves fell on the ground.
And the touch of the frost had blighted
the flowers.
These fairies used to creep
Into a tree, ln the ferny bowers.
And cuddle down for a sleep
And they never woke through the Win
ter, you see.
Till the Spring came over the hills.
And the sap welled up ln the heart of
the tree.
And the sunshine freed the rills:
And a robin sung ln the topmost bough.
And the arbutus smiled ln the wood'
They knew It was time to wake up now,
And the fairies understood.
One year they danced so late ln the fall
They dreamed when the Spring was
nigh;
Turned over, and never woke up at all.
When she kissed them and passed them
by.
And Summer came tiptoeing down the
glen.
And the fern leaves whispered and shook.
And the wild rose scattered her blos
soms again,
At the witching call of the brook.

And the daisies were dead, and the
parching grass
Rustled Its faded shreds.
The nestlings chirped when they saw
them pass.
As they stole from their mossy beds:
And no one welcomed them back to
earth.
Now frolicsome Spring had fled.
And the Queen of the nymphs had lost
her mirth.
In the rollicking dance she led.

She summoned her court, and a law was
made.
That some of the fauns must He
Under the snows that the Winter laid.
And the leaves that were drifting by.
And watch through all of the Icy cold.
For the Spring, and wake the rest;
So the violets hide ln the rich brown
mold.
And pull It over their breast.
But whenever they hear the voice of the
Spring,
You are certain to see them peep.
And they make the Isles of the forest
ring.
Waking the nymphs who sleep.
For the violets are as true as the skies
And the Dryads have no fear:
So they sleep till they open their sweet
blue eyes,
And call that the Spring Is here.
__ —Emma Plaster Seabury.

Every-Other-Day
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WHAT BAXTER SAW

Rockland. Me.. May 16, 1931.
Personally appoared Frank S. Lyddie.
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the oUlcf of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Mav 14. 1931, there was printed a total of
fitly copies.
W. K. BUTLER,

hornier Governor’s Visit To
Russia Confirms Ideas of
Communist Menace

i den officiating, assisted by Rev. F. F.
' Fowle of the Methodist Church. The
C. S. Gardner has returned from a lcmains were taken Friday to Deer
; isle, where a brief service will be
The Famous Explorer Dis short business trip to Boston.
Frank P. Libby was in town this j held and the body will be Interred,
cusses His Boston-London week calling on ’ relatives and old
’ * * *
friends. He is having a month's furIngraham-Lcach
Round Trip
lough from Sailors Snug Harbor,
Friends were much interested to
Island, a greater part of iearn 0( the marriage in New York of
The secret of the fate cf Capt. Staten
which will be spent with his sons, Oliver Ingraham, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Nungesser and Francois Coli, Herbert at Kingsboro, N. H„ and Ev- Enos E ingraham, to Miss Helen
who dropped from sight in 1927 when [ erett at Manchester. N. H.
J Leach, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Horace Coombs of Rockland Vesper A. Leach of Rockland. The
they tried to span the Atlantic byair, may be solved by Commander : spent Thursday with her parents, Mr. I ceremony took place Thursday at 4
and Mrs. Eben Calderwood.
o'clock at the Madison Avenue Bap
Donald B. MacMillan, veteran Arctic
Barbara, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. tist Church. Rev. Caleb Moore offi
explorer, on an air-sea expedition Frank Colby, celebrated her seventh ciating. and the young couple were
this summer.
birthday anniversary
'Wednesday attended by Mr. and Mrs. Thurston
Besides the possibility of revealing from 4 to 6 by entertaining several ! P. Blodgett.of New York, the latter
to the world the key to one of his little friends at her home on Beau- | a sister of the bride. Following the
tory's most baffling air mysteries champ avenue. Various games and ; ceremony they left for a motor trip
MacMillan announced for the first stunts were much enjoyed by the to Canada. The bride is a graduate
time that he and his Los Angeles tots. The prettily decorated birthday of Rockland High School, and has
pilot. Charles F. Rocheville, plan to cake bearing seven candles received attended Bradford Academy, Boston
make the first round-trip flight from customary attention. Ice cream and University and Farmington Normal
Recently she has been
fancy cakes were also served with School.
Boston to England.
On this trail-blazing enterprise little pink caps as favors. Barbara teaching in the schools'at Camden.
they hope to pioneer a northern air received many nice gifts. Those The groom is a graduate of Rockport
present were Phyllis Carleton, Alice High School and has attended BowMacDonald, Doris Hill, Barbara doin College. He is at present em
Richardson. Norma Spear, Beatrice ployed in the sales department of the
Marston, Constance Lane, Carolyn Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co.
• • • •
Burns. Roberta Simmons, Mary
Church Notes
Havener. Parker Colby.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples, Mr.
Baptist. Rev. G. F. Currier, minis
and Mrs. Frank Nash and Keith ter: Sundav morning at 10.45 sermon
Crockett attended a bridge party subject, “Wrestling With the Al
Monday evening at the home of Mr. mighty;” children's story, “The Two
and Mrs. Langdon Crockett in Rock Friends:" Sunday school at 12; B. Y.
P. U. at 6; evening'service 7.30. with
land.
Mrs. A. E. Gross. Mrs. Lloyd Gross special music, subject. “Living the
and daughter Delores were guests Strong Life." The ladies circle will
Wednesday at the home of Mr. and meet Wednesday at the church par
lors for an all-day session. Prayer
Mrs. Frank Colby.
Edward Auspland of Augusta, who service Thursday at 7.30.
Methodist, Rev. F. F. Fowle, minis
has been in town, called by the death
of Mrs. Auspland's mother. Mrs. ter: Regular Sunday morning service
at 10.30 with music by adult choir;
Vesta Gray, returned home Friday.
Sunday School at 11.45: Epworth
A very successful supper was served League, 6.30; evening service 7.30, at
by the’ Trytohelp
Club
Wednesday
.
' which
W IllVll
me
IllclIC
Id
Wil,
the
male L(Uili
quartet
will
sing:
evening at the Baptist
■
Ladies' Aid meets Wednesday; prayer
a result, a neat sum was added to 1 service at 7.30 Thursday evening.
J 1 J
its treasury.
The Sphinx Class of the M. E. .
WTH THE BOWLERS
Sunday School are to have an enter- j
tainment and social Friday evening
at the vestry. Candy will also be on f In the 10-string elimination consale.
test at Carr's alleys Thursday night
Rev. and Mrs. F. F. Fowle attended j Howard was high line, but high string
the reception to Rev. and Mrs. H. H was chalked up by Cargill who
Marr Wednesday evening at the ' turned 'in a 122. Cargill was runnerMethodist Church. Rockland.
i up in this match ar.d remained conFuneral services for Mrs. Vesta staatiy on Howard's heels. The
Gray were held Thursday afternoon : scores:
at the home, w-ith Mr. Clarke of the
J. Beaton 112. 109, 1C5, 91, 92. 109,
Latter Day Saints’ Church of Cam 85. 79. 94. 92, 968.
Commander MacMillan, Who Is To
Cargill 110, 122, 95. 99 91, 89. 95, 97.
Fly From Rockland To Labrador
117, 92. 1007.
and Beyond
i Howard 112. 102. 90, 108, 100, 112,
j 100, 104, 82. 103, 1013.
route at the request of the Great
Thomas 105, 87, 88, 76 . 96, 88, 96.81,
Northern Atlantic Airways to dem-,
94, 92. 903.
onstrate the practicability of the’
Elliot 80. 98, 111, 106, 84, 95, 105, 81,
northern route for transportation of
j 1Q9, 76, 945.
mail and passengers.
Besides the quest for the bi-plane
White Bird, in which Nungesser and
Coli took off from Paris for New
York and the northern trail blazing,
the MacMillan party plans to make
an aerial survey of the northern part
of Labrador, so far but roughly delin
eated. Side trips will be made by air
into unknown Labrador and Baffin
Land while a survey of the eastern
part of the great North American
ice sheet in Baffin Land is contem
plated.
(L
MacMillan and Rocheville hav>
been tn Los Angeles making final
tests on the Lockheed Vega mono
plane. which is scheduled to bear
the brunt of the scientist's expedi
tion. The ship, a swift cabin mono
plane, capable of flying 2800 miles
without landing, is equipped with the
Jast word in aerial photographic
equipment and radio.
Prominent among tlie
The Boston take-off is planned foe
CHEVROLET.
June 21, next. From there the ad*
thousands of concerns
venturers plan to wing their wayusing large fleets of Chcvrolets arc
northward through Maine and New
| Brunswick to Gaspe Point and across
many of the leaders of American
i the Guif of St. Lawrence into the
i interior of Labrador.
industry. In fact, 73 outstandin g
It is in the unexplored region sur
rounding Cartwright on Hamilton
business firms have purchased a total
j Inlet, Labrador, that the mapping
plane may pick out the outline of the
of 27,605 Chevrolet cars and trucks.
i lost White Bird.

MacMlLLAN’S PLANS

Expressing himself very strongly on
And all things whatsoever ye shall
ask in prayer, believing, ye shall re the subject of Russian Communism,
Ellen Sullivan of Thomaston sold
Ex-Gov. Percival P. Baxter, who re land in Thomaston, together with the
ceive.—Matt. 21:22.
cently returned to Portland from buildings thereon, to Maurice Sulli
OUR CONGRESSMAN COMING
Russia said that if American busi- ; van of Boston.
ness men really understood the aims. Vesta E. Carpenter of Appleton
With Congressman John Edw’ard and purposes of Communism, they sold land in Appleton to Herbert and
Nelson as the principal speaker there would hot want to be responsible fbr Herman Mitchell of Appleton.
Leland A. Wentworth of Hope sold
is certain to be a large attendance making it a great world menace.
This was Mr. Baxter's fifth visit to land in Hope to Susie S. Wellman of
registered at the open meeting of the Russia and the greater part of the Hope.
Chamber of Commerce next Tuesday time during his two months absence
Margie Chilles of Vinalhaven. sold
evening. While he has appeared in from home he spent in Moscow and land, together with the buildings
Leningrad,
Investigating
conditions
thereon, in Vinalhaven to G. C. PeasRockland before, he comes to us this
there, where he found ample oon- lee and Nelson Bunker.
time as our own Congressman—this
Edith R. Young of Owl's Head sold
through the legislature's recent read
land, together with the buildings
thereon, in Owl's Head to Louise R.
justment of the State's political
Arey of Owl s Head.
division lines, so that Knox County
Sara B. Rubenstein of Rockland
now finds itself at home in the third
sold land, together with the buildings
district. In the public life of Maine
thereon, in Rockland to First Bap
today there is none who takes higher
tist Society of Rockland.
Ida M. Moreau of Washington sold
rank than the.,Augusta man who
land in Washington to William H.
since 1922 has represented at Wash
Ross of Washington.
ington this third Congressional dis
Georgia B Allen of Camden sold
land in Camdt a to Stella Irene Hurd
trict. During this relatively short
of Camden.
period of service ait the national
Emma C. StamD of Portland, and
capital Mr. Nelson has established
Phoebe L. Kerswell of St. George sold
himself as one of the foremost figures
land in South Thomaston to Ray
in the Maine delegation, by reason of
mond F. Grierson of South Thomas
ton.
character and ability ranking high in
Fred A. Thorndike of Rockland
the estimation of the entire House of
sold land in St. George to William E.
which he is an honored member. He
Dennison of South Thomaston.
Roy L. Morton of Friendship sold
never gets upon his feet without hav
land in Friendship to Eudavilla Mor
ing something to say. and it is a pleas
ton of Friendship.
ure always to listen to him say it, for
William T. Hocking and Daisy B.
he is an easy speaker, convincing, and
Hocking of St. George sold land in
gifted with that natural sense of
Rockland to Bernice B. Snowman of
Rockland.
humor which yields to the listeners
Fred Dean of Camden sold land in
particular delight. Our people will Former Governor Percival Baxter Camden to Clifford Y. Quinn of Cam
want to hear him and we suspect
Who Has Recently Returned From den.
a Russian Trip
there will remain none of the tickets
Rhama E. Philbrick of Rockland
sold land in Rockland to James A.
to the dinner unused.
Rollins of Rockland.
firmation of his views that the men
Margaret H. Robbins of Hope sold
The death in Los Angeles of the ace of Soviet Russia is not fully ap land, together with the buildings
husband of Nance O'Neil recalls the preciated in this country.
thereon in Hope, to Burton T. Hall
“The Communist leaders of Rus- and Ida M. Hall both of Vinalhaven.
one occasion upon which that tragic
actress appeared in Rockland. The ia." said the former Governor, "and
the people under their dictatorship
date is forgotten, but it must have are working desperately hard to
“ON MY SET”
been some years ago. for the per carry through their Five Year Plan,
formance was given in the Farwell and to accomplish this they are sell
opera house, and that place cf ing to America and other countries
amusement has been out of the everything that they can get to
gether and sell for gold money, that
picture twenty years and more. The is for American dollars. German
play was "The Jewess," fashioned marks, English pounds or other
upon the familiar drama of an earlier money that has a gold basis. It
period. “Leah, the Forsaken,” and a makes no difference to the lenders
that the peonle at home In r.assia
crowded house listened to it, for Miss sorely need the products thus sold;
O'Neil was much in the public eye the government needs the money,
and critics predicted that she would more! The cash they receive from !
take a place among the great the sale of wheat, oil, lumber, pulpThere were many listeners yes
actresses of all time. Thomas Bailey- wood, furs and other products is sent
back to America and used to buy
terday noon when exercises were
Aldrich wrote for her in 1904 his play American machinery and to hire
held at Vatican City commemo
“Judith of Bethulia,” based upon the American engineers and mechanics
rating the 40th anniversary of
to
set
it
Tip
and
teach
the
Russians
Apochrypha story of Judith and
Pope Leo XIII’s labor encyclical.
how
to
operate
it.
The reception was very satisfac
Holofernes, but she failed to create
“When Americans buy Russian
tory in most instances.
for it the success which its dramatic products, or sell motor cars, tractors,
-w
and poetical qualities clearly indicat electrical machinery, cotton and
Dogs did not go into the ark,
ed. In these late times she is appear such things to that country, they aid
according to the Fur Trapper
comedian last night because they
ing in motion pictures, taking elderly very directly in building up Com
had barks of their own.
parts. We remember that what espe munism and its Five Year Plan.
Personally I feel very strongly on
cially caught her fancy in the visit this matter and believe that if Amer
Beginning a new series of “Be
here w-as the voice of the town crier. ican business men really understood
lieve It or Not" programs on the
air, Robert L. Ripley will talk
It gave her the impression that the aims and purposes of Commun
from mid-ocean next WednesdayRockland must be a city full of years, ism that they would not want to be
responsible for making it a great
on his return from his Believe
where medieval customs still persist world menace.
It or Not Expedition in foreign
ed, and she was thrilled. She said
“I came out of Russia through
lands. The program will be reto a reporter of this paper:
Finland, a country the size of Italy
broadcast over an NBjC network
and a radio audience will listen“I always have been fascinated with three million people. Its capi
in while the Believe-it-or-not
with the town crier. Whenever in tal, Helsingfors, is the cleanest city
man tells of some of the sensa
an old story I have come upon a town I have ever seen. Even at the end
tional facts and strange tales he
crier my joy has been full. I sup of winter when most places are dirty
has uncovered in Africa, Egypt,
posed that he was a character long and untidy, Helsingfors was spotless,
the Holy Land. Turkey, and on
gone the way of old-fashioned things, and it is a cold and stormy place too.
through Europe.
but behold, here today in Rockland In crossing from Finland to Sweden,
This series of Believe It or Not
I have heard him going up and down our ship w-as caught in the heavy ice
but
after
a
while
an
ice
breaker
came
programs will go on the air for
the street crying my name. This
Esso for fifteen minutes every
town crier has filled my cup full and along and rescued us. Stockholm
Wednesday and Friday evening.
I shall have a special fondness for and Copenhagen are fine cities, their
people friendly and courteous. I
your city because of him."
The crier of that time was Charlie particularly like the four Scandi
countries, having visited
Cables, long ago gathered with the navian
them all either recently or some
shades of the town criers of ancient time ago.
generations.
“The more I travel and study con
ditions abroad, the more reluctant
In what a large proportion of motor am I to have our country become in
car accidents one reads of the front volved in European alliances and
leagues. It also seems to me. con- :
seat occupant thrown through the sidering the restless conditions across i
windshield, with resultant serious the seas, that it is unwise at present
injury or death. Whoever following to attempt any material reductions j
such a tragedy has looked with a either in-our land or naval forces. ]
shudder upon the cruel edges of the It would be wonderful if all nations ,
loved one another, but as they do not!
shattered glass, has wondered why just yet, armed strength is the onlythe science of engineering, which has argument that carries weight in cer- i
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
brought the motor car to so great a tain quarters.
I
would
like
to
see
the
citizens
of
j
height of perfection, should not have
Maine take a more lively interest in |
succeeded in eliminating the poten our National Guard; this organiza- j
tial menace of this front elevation of tion should be encouraged and
the car. Why not universal employ strengthened and it should appear
ment of the patent glass which does in public drills and parades more
not shatter in collisions? Mr. Ford often than it does. The children in
our schools should be taught a
has placed the seal of his approval deeper loyalty to our institutions and
upon it. and one or two other manu Constitution; the early years are the
facturers have also equipped their ones that count and the Communists
cars with the triplex glass. Why- are wise enough to realize this and
should not its universal use be made are capitalizing it to the limit.
obligatory?

TENANT'S HARBOR

Twice recently the business men of
the local service clubs have been
privileged to observe something of
the results achieved in certain lines
of training at the city's high school.
These were presented first in the
form of declamations, and second in
debates. To an older generation, re
calling the high school courses in
English of earlier times, these pres
ent-day illustrations by its pupils
Suggest wonderful advance in the
quality of instruction on the part of
the school, and definite attainment
by the pupil who aims to profit by it
The loyal American friends of Sir
Thomas Lipton—and that includes
pretty nearly all of us—heartily
applaud the action of the Royal
Yacht Club in receiving the gallant
old sportsman into its exclusive mem
bership. It's taken them a long time
to reach that point of deserved rec
ognition, but justice has finally
triumphed and Sir Thomas is at the
last crow-ned with this high sporting
honor he has royally won.

AT IT FORTY-SIX YEARS
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I do not wish to detract from the
fame of “Pardner” as a correspondent
for 50 years. I hope he keeps at it
for 50 years longer. In 188p-86 I was
in Houlton. Maine, and in the first
of those years I wrote for this paper
an article on Aroostook County which
makes it 46 years since I began writ
ing for The Courier-Gazette.
Boze

Let the People's Laundry, Limerock
street, clean your rugs and carpets.
Tel. 170.—adv.
36-tf

1931

Z7 TIRE (ENfATIOM OF

and Greater'
tn ■ | ways'
ERE, in this handsome now
Goodyear Standard All.1

H

Weather, is

a

new high value tor

Goodyear builds MILLIONS MORE i

•«.

tires.

Let us show you tie eleven great im»-,
provaments which mala it lit lire ,

sensation

of 19311

All sizes . . . history's lowest price*

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
TEL 896—OPEN EVENINGS
712 MAIN STREET
EOCKIAND

WEST ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nutt and
daughters Dorothy and Bernice,
Misses Bernice and Hazel Parker,
David Hamalainen and Miss Helen
Mitchell were in Portland for the
weekend to attend the State contest
of bands. The reports are very fav
orable of the showing made by the
four months’ old baby band from
Rockport. Misses Dorothy and Ber
nice Nutt and David Hamalainen are
members from this section.
About $30 was netted from the
supper held at the Grange hall last
week for the benefit of the band.
Mr. and Mrs. CJiarles Rhodes of
Rockport were dinner guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heal.
Mrs. Henry Keller entertained the
Tuesday Club this wee^ at the home
of Mrs. Leman Oxton.’
Miss Marv Fogler has been in town

this week opening up the house and
with her mother will soon be occupy
ing their summer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. George Parker (Shir
ley Davis formerly of Rockland) will
soon be occupying the Alward An
drews house.
Mrs. J. F. Heal and Mrs. Robert
Heald attended the W. C. T. U. meet
ing in Camden. At the annual elec
tion of officers athef ormer was chosen
treasurer and the latter secrqSary of
this organization.
Miss Florence West left last Sat
urday for a short stay with relatives
in Worcester, Mass.
Miles Lamson has employment
with E. Stewart Orbeton.
At this season of the year we make
nil forms of automobile insurance our
specialty. Tel. 675. Roberts & Veazie
Inc. M. F. Lovejoy Mgr., Masonic
Temple.—adv.
46-S-tf

leading business concerns

have bought 27,603 Clievrolets

:

» ♦ • •

MacMillan, long friend of the InI dians of the region and more fa' miliar with that part of the globe
! than probably any other white man,
has information he believes will re, suit in solving the 1927 flight of the
Frenchmen.
“Besides information which has
! come to me in the district I have
! talked with trans-Atlantic flyers who
! have nearly lost their lives on simi: lar flights," the commander declared,
i "They verified the probability of
Nungesser and Coli landing or crashi ing there," the commander de
clared.
"Fitzmaurice (Col. James Fitz’ maurice, who flew in the German
Bremen monoplane from Ireland in
April. 1928), told me that had the
i fog not lifted as it did they would
i have gone into the interior of this
' part of Labrador."
| Only one man, an Irish priest re
ported that he actually saw the
| White Bird after Nungesser, World
i War ace with 47 enemy planes to
! his credit, and Coli rose from Le' Bourget Airdrome, Paris, on the
1 morning of May 7, 1927. He saw the
! White Bird pass over Ireland and
| head into a terrific storm which was
I sweeping the North Atlantic, a storm
| which balked search for the flyers,
although many unverified reports
came from Newfoundland and Lab
rador that a plane had been heard
by natives.
Several air and sea searches were
Unquestioned Reliability! Guar instituted but nothing planned on the
anteed Cars!
Greatest Values scientific basis of the forthcoming
hunt ever was made.
ever offered to quick buyers!
The search will precede the air
dash which MacMillan and Roche1930 Oldsmobile Sedan
I ville plan from Nain, Labrador, to
England. They will leave MacMil
1926 Fcrd Tudor
lan's base ship, the veteran Bowdoin,
1927 Buick Coupe
at Nain, and head for England via
Reykjavik. Iceland, the Faroe Islands
1925 Chevrolet Sedan
and Scotland. They plan to land at
1929 Whippet Coach
1 Reykjavik for fuel, but if forced to
1927 Pontiac Sedan
do so can stay in the air and make
the 2200-mile jump without landing.
1930 Essex Roadster
If they are successful in making
1926 Overland Sedan
a flight back from England oyer the
same route to Boston they will be
1928 Chev. 1 Ton Truck
come the first round-trip America1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
to-Europe airmen
The extensive plans for this sum
1928 Ford Coupe
mer’s adventure surpass any that
MacMillan so far has attempted in
a life of northern exploration.
Rocheville was a flyer when Mac
Millan took Commander Richard E.
Byrd to the North Pole on an expedition and is one of the United
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

E

States Navy's former veteran pilots..

And the list is growing every day.

Tlie reason for this preference lies in

the unexcelled economy of Chevrolet

Old Gold

ears and trucks, as proved by official

cost records.

These records show that

20 miles to the gallon is a common occur
rence among Chevrolet cars.

That oil
That

expense is practically negligible.

Chevrolet cars and trucks require only

That

a minimum of service attention.

they give satisfactory low-cost service

over exceptionally long periods of time.
Naturally, an automobile with such a

fine record of economy represents an
extremely

wise

investment

for

any

LIGHT DELIVERY PANEL TRUCK, 8535

buyer1 Especially so, when you consider
the many advantages that Chevrolet
offers above and beyond economy. Come
in and learn what these advantages are

AV’fC

JPf/PP#—Roadster,

$475; Sport Roadster (with rumble seat),

1495; Phaeton, $510; Standard Coupe, $535; Coach, $545; Standard Five-Window

Coupe, $545; Sport Foupe (with rumble seat), $573; Five-Passenger Coupe, $595;

Convertible Cabriolet, $613; Standard Sedan, $635; Special Sedan, $650; (Convert

—wliat they mean in terms of style,

ible Landau Phaeton, $630.

Special equipment extra. Chevrolet truck chassis,

$333 to $390. Loxf delivered prices nnd easy terms. All passenger ear nnd truck

comfort, safety, reliability and value.

chassis prices f. o. b. Flint, Mit h. All truck body prices f. o. b. Indianapolis, Ind.

NEW CHEVROLET SIX
T/»e Great American Value

See your dealer below

SEA VIEW GARAGE,,NC689 Main Street,

BAY VIEW GARAGE.

your

dollars—made possible by the feet,

73 of America's

E

The morning subject at the Baptist
Church will be “Restoring Thai
Which Was Lost," with special music
by the choir. A “blue” and “red
Bible school meets mimediately fol
lowing the morning service C. E. at
6. topic, "War. the Enemy of Chris
tianity,” in charge of the Service
Commission. Following the 7 o'clock
service in song the pastor’s subject
wil be "When Was Jesus the Great
est?”
Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie were
guests at a recent meeting of the
Pathfinder Bible Class. Dr. Tweedie
gave an address on “The Bible" which
was much appreciated. A social hour
followed.

ROCKPORT

INC.

Rockland, Me.
Camden, Me.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 16, 1931

Manager Prank L. Clark is having
Encampment Odd Fellows are
his annual vacation from the West holding a district meeting in Union
ern Union telegraph office. Relief today.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Man Teehan is substituting in his
May IB -Bridge party, auspices Miriam absence.
Miss Mabel Chaples of Lake ave
■Rebekah Lodge
nue who has been confined to her
May 20—Annual meeting and straw
berry festival of Baptist Men's League.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets bed by illness is improving.
May 22—Ye Little Olde Folks Concert
Tuesday night with supper at 6. A
at Universalist Church.
Mrs. J. T. Reed and daughters
May 23—Annual Poppy Day, American brief business meeting will be folLegion.
Marion and Jean of Winthrop, Mass,
May 26—Graduation of Knox Hospital i lowed by a public bridge party at 8 are guests of Mrs. C. F. Crockett,
o'clock, under the direction of
nurses at Temple hall.
May 27—Intercity meeting of Rotary Misses Ruth Rogers and Madlene Camden street.
SERMONETTE
Clubs at Belfast.
May 28—Knox County W.C.T.U. Con Rogers.
So great is the demand for an
Real Pleasure
vention ln Warren, at the Baptist
Church, Miss Helen Louise Byrnes speak
other boxing exhibition that the
“
The
naturalist
finds his pleas
A
despatch
from
Portsmouth,
N.
H.,
er.
American Legion is arranging to have
ure everywhere. Every solitude
May 28—Rockport Town hall—Oper where Commander Donald B. Mac
is peopled. Every walk yields him
etta "Aunt Drusilla's Garden," by East Millan spoke Thursday night indi one in Empire Theatre June 11.
Side grade schools.
a harvest to eye or ear. He is one
cates the explorer's intention of fly
May 30—Memorial Day.
Major Talbot Aldrich of Boston is of the most lucky men on earth.
May 30—Letter Carriers’ convention ing from Rockland to Labrador.
ln Biddeford.
a weekend guest in the city, on a Winter or summer his pleasures
The date of hls departure was not spring trip to put into commission are always near at hand. The
June 5—Walter L. Main's circus.
June 23-28—Baptist State convention announced.
for the coming season his summer great book of nature is open and
at Ocean Park.
he has only to turn the leaves.
July 7-14—Squadron runs of Eastern
place at Tenant's Harbor.
Vacht Club hi Penobscot Bay.
Bath Times'. Looks as though Bath
He can content himself with a
July 4—Independence Day.
*
would have a firemen’s muster on
day of little things.” So said
Miss Stella Derry of Camden,
Six industrial accident hearings are Labor Day. Chester McCabe, newly Frank Young, Emma Harvie and Er John Burroughs.
president of the Maine Hand nest Munro of Rockland are playing
A few years ago, driving down
scheduled for Rockland next Tuesday elected
Engine League, has raised over $100 with the Silver King Orchestra Mon from Norway, with an old friend,
in the municipal court room.
toward such a muster. It is even day night at the town hall, Owl's we let the car roll slowly, for it
hinted that the Bath Iron Works
was a glorious spring day. All
Blue Bonnet Girl Scouts are conr Corp., recently formed fire company Head.
nature was responding to the new
ducting a cooked food sale this after will put the old handtub Kennebec
life filling the earth. As we
The funeral services of Mrs. Oscar
noon in the Burpee Furniture Store. into commission and enter her
neared Portland my friend said:
E.
Blackington
who
died
in
New
against the Baxter.
“I have seen 22 different kinds of
Britain,
Conn.,
Wednesday,
follow

Ruth Mayhew Tent meets Monday
birds since we left Norway,” a
evening at Grand Army hall, with
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., Mrs. A. R. ing a surgical operation, will be held matter of 37 miles. ' I could not
Mrs. Susie Karl in charge of the 6 Havener, Mrs. Mary Perry Rich and at her late residence 110 Limerock remember having seen six. My
o'clock supper.
Mrs. Suella Sheldon, as members of street at 3 o'clock this afternoon.
eyes were open but I could not
the Methebescc Club are attending
see as she did.
All
those
who
are
interested
in
Fales Circle is to hold a public the second annual literature day held
In her rambles afield, Adella
card party Monday evening at the at Bates CoUege today under the forming a Garden Club are asked to
Veazie has put us all hi her debt.
meet
at
The
Thorndike
grill
Wednes

home of Mrs. Bertha Everett, Ingra auspices of the Maine Federation of
Her travels were not in foreign
ham HUI, with playing to begin at Women's Clubs. The outstanding day evening at 7.30. Mrs. Eugene lands, but she read Nature's book
O'Neil,
an
ardent
devotee
of
the
7.30.
closely and saw the great things
feature of the program is the ap
pearance of Prof. Stephen Leacock project, has given the use of the there revealed, by studying the
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook of McGill University as guest speak grill for the occasion. It is expected
little things all about her. A
Post, A. L.. will serve supper .tonight, er. He Is a noted humorist as well there will be a speaker from an out
great gift.
from 5 to 7, with Mrs. Gladys Phil as educator and will have as his topic side Garden Club.
Isaiah asks, “who is blind but
brick and Mrs. Elizabeth Barton in “Modern Literature in Its Latest and
my servant?” "Seeing many
charge.
Harold L. Kennison of Rockland things but thou observest not.”
Lightest Aspect.”
pleaded not guilty in Lincoln County God speaks to us in many ways.
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
Isaiah the young prophet speaks
The meeting of the Speech Readers Superior Court to four indictments
Veterans will meet Wednesday eve Club
to those of today. “Hear, ye deaf,
Wednesday afternoon was two charging breaking and entering
ning. with supper at 6. Mrs. Velma
and the others with being an acces
and look ye blind.” Real pleas
Marsh and Mrs. Mabel Beaton in marked by good attendance and sory before the fact of breaking and ure, of the kind that abides, costs
lively interest. The lessons in lip
charge.
W. A. H.
reading conducted by Miss Eliza entering. Bail of $6000 on the four nothing.
charges was fixed by the court. Alden
Hannegan
showed
that
gratifying
Please note the change in the High ,
Tyler and Sam Lerman, both of
At the Congregational Church to
School schedule, whereby Rockland progress is being made. Leaflets con Rocluand, arraigned <}n an indict
cerning
the
Detroit
League
for
the
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
High plays in Camden this afternoon,
ment
charging
breaking
and
enter

instead of Camden playing here, as Hard of Hearing were passed around ing in the day time, pleaded not preach on the subject, “The Danger
through the courtesy of Mrs. A. J.
of Criticizing Others." The church
had been announced.
Crockett who recently visited that or guilty, and both were released on school will convene at the noon hour.
The Comrades of the Way will meet
The Rockland Furniture Co. is now ganization. An invitation was ex $1000 bail.
in the vestry at 6 o'clock.
installed in its former quarters in the tended by the Portland club to all
« • • •
A change in the schedule of the
Simmons block. 15 and 17 Tillson other Maine clubs for the hard of
avenue where the proprietor. Hill N. ' hearing to be their guests next Knox and Lincoln League requires
Weekend meetings of the Salvation
Dane, is conducting a general used Thursday. The gathering is in order ; Rockland High to play in Camden Army will be; Saturday, 8 p. m., free
to become acquainted with the newly today instead of at the Broadway and easy; Sunday 10 a. m., Sunday
furniture business.
formed Lewiston-Auburn organiza ; athletic field as announced in Thurs- school and Bible class; 11, holiness
Nice fresh strawberries will be tion and the Bangor group. The j day's issue, and fans will govern meeting; 6.30 p. m., Young People’s
culled for next Wednesday night's club's regular meeting next week will themselves accordingly. The game Legion; 8, salvation meeting. All
supper at the Baptist Men’s League. be on Wednesday afternoon as usual. will begin at 2.30 and it is hoped that meetings are open to the public.
Rockland will send a goodly delega
• • • •
It is the concluding meeting of the
At Thursday's assembly at the High tion to encourage the Orange and
season, and the speaker will be Rev.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Black,
so
that
Rockland
may
get
rid
School one of the outstanding pro
W. J. Day of Winthrop, Mass.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services for
grams of the year was presented by of those three unwelcome ciphers in tomorroy will be appropriate for the
In Baptist circles, just now, inter members of the sophomore class di the percentage column. The other Sunday after Ascension; Holy Com
est is centering on two conventions— rected by Miss Pride. Five of the game this afternoon will be played in munion at 7.30; church school at 9.30;
the Northern Baptist, which will be world's most famous pictures were Vinalhaven, when the league lead Choral Eucharist and sermon at
will fight it out with Coach
held in Kansas City. Mo., June 3-8, posed by living models in a large ers
Clunie’s sporty outfit from across the 10.30: evensong and sermon at St.
and the Baptist State convention frame against the plaiji background border.
These High School games John's at 7 o'clock.
which meets at Ocean Park June of the soft gray curtains recently are providing some good sport, and
• # • •
23-28.
hung at the back of the stage. Ap deserve your patronage.
At the Methodist Church, Rev. H.
propriate music accompanied ea^h
H. Marr, pastor, services for Sunday
Rockland stores, very generally will tableau. The effects were beautiful
State Police vigilance was "respon will be as follows: At 10.30, subject
remain open Friday night. May 29, in and impressive. Vivid descriptions sible Thursday for the apprehension “The Anointing of David;” Sunday
order that folks may do their shop of the pictures, their history and sig of Arthur J. Delorey of Boston, who school at 11.45; Epworth League at 6;
ping for the weekend. Saturday (Me nificance were given by well-trained was charged with the larceny of an evening service at 7.15. subject.
morial Day), will, of course, be de speakers — Carol Gardner, Robert automobile belonging to George L. “Christ Cultivating Human Hearts."
voted to the observance of that Allen and Mildred Sweeney. The Goudcy of Brockton. Delorey head The usual prayer service Tuesday
sacred anniversary.
pictures were “A Modem Madonna,' ed for Maine with his "borrowed" evening at 7.15.
_____
• • » »
*
(Peruzzi) posed by Velzora Look machine, leaving a trail of what is
The Auxiliary of Ralph Ulmer music, Shepherd’s Lullaby, by Ethel- believed to have been worthless
At the First Church of Christ.
Camp, Spanish War Veterans, is bert Ncvin; “Mona Lisa,” (Da Vinci), checks when he bought gas and oil Scientist corner of Cedar and Brew
working diligently for a sale to be posed by Bernadette Snow, music, along the way. He succeeded in get ster streets. Sunday services are at
given in the I. Leslie Cross store Chanson Triste by Tschaikowsky; ting across the Kennebec Bridge un 10.30 and the subject of the lesson
Wednesday afternoon. May 20, at 2 i “Song of the Lark,” (Jules Breton), molested, but hot on his trail State j sermon tomorrow will be “Mortals
o'clock. Cooked food, aprons and I posed by Avis Lovejoy, music. Hark
and Immortals.” Sunday School
miscellaneous articles will be offered. ; Hark The Lark, by Schubert; "The Patrolman Crosby of Bath notified is at 11.45. Wednesday evening tes
i
Lieut.
Cushman
at
the
Rockland
ofMrs. Myra Watts is chairman.
Angelus,” (Millet), posed by Herbert | flee that the man was headed this timony meeting is at 7.30. The read
Spear and Elizabeth Clark, music way. Delorey was taken in custody ing room is located at 400 Main
The house at The Highlands for Ave Maria, by Gounod; Whistler's I by State Patrolman George Shaw, street, and is open week days, ex
cepting holidays, from 2 until 5 p. m.
merly occupied by A. W. Hutchinson “Mother,” posed by Irene Billado,
and held for the arrival of the
* • • »
and family has been qented to Ernest music, Thais, by Massenet.
Brockton
authorities,
who
came
for
Matthews of Livermore Falls who
At the Universalist Church at 10.30
him
yesterday.
with his family took possession Wed
a. m. Rev. George H. Welch, pastor,
The annual State Convention of
nesday. Mr. Matthews is employed
will preach on “Adversity and Faith."
the
BPW
Clubs
will
be
held
in
Au

The
merits
of
the
chain
store
by the Metropolitan Life Insurance
The quartet will sing as anthems “He
Company, and his family consists of gusta May 22-23. • The business system and its relation to the aver That Dwelleth," Bruce Metcalf, and
session
will
take
place
in
the
Rep

age
citizen
came
in
for
lively
dis

his wife and four small children, also
resentative's Hall at the State House, cussion at yesterday's Rotary lunch “Bless the Lord, O My Soul," Ivanov.
his father and mother.
with the banquets and luncheons as eon when the High School debating Kindergarten will meet at 10.30;
follows: Presidents’ lunch at St. teams considered pro and con the church school at noon and senior
Those who particularly enjoy chil Mary's Church; Friday evening question “Resolved, that chain stores Y.P.C.U. at 6 p. m. The week's ac
dren and young people in music can- | banquet at high school gym; Emblem are detrimental to the welfare of the tivities include “Ye Little Olde Folks
not afford to miss “Ye Little Olde Breakfast at Augusta House; Capitol American public." Miss Thelma Concert” Friday evening by the chil
Folks Concert” to be given by the Lunch Saturday noon at Congrega Blackington and Robert Hussey vigor dren of the church school under di
Universalist Sunday School Friday tional Church; Saturday night re ously upheld the affirmative declar rection of Mrs. Helen Wentworth,
evening in the vestry at 8. Mrs. ception and dinner and fun night ing that the chains had no advant music director.
* ♦ • •
Helen Wentworth, director of music festivities at the Augusta House. ages not inherent to the independent,
in the church school, lias prepared a The hostess club plans to entertain did not sell cheaper, destroyed op
“Springtime's Message,” is the sub
program of high order, based on fa all those staying over Sunday on a portunities and competed unfairly. ject of the sermon at the First Bap
vorite songs of bygone days. The sightseeing tour to places of interest Robert Dunton and Walter Gay took tist Church on Sunday morning.
children will be in costume.
around Augusta. Reservations for up the cudgels in behalf of the The choir will sing, “O Praise the
the different luncheons and banquets chains, stating that they could and Lord." L'oud. and “Saviour Keep Me.”
At the meeting of Edwin Libby Re may be made to Miss Adeline B. did sell at lower prices, and why, Fletcher. The church school with
all age6 will meet at noon
lief Corps Thursday evening it was Johnson, 7 Sewall street, Augusta, or that they did not constitute a classes
voted to hold the annual Children's through the local president, Miss monopoly, that they aided the farm and the Christian Endeavorers at 6
Party Thursday afternoon, May 28. Doris Hyler. Members from the ers and did not deserve the criticism o’clock. The people’s evening service
at Grand Army hall, from 4 to 6. local club planning to attend include accorded them. A vote of the club with its singsplration period will be
The committee in charge will be Mrs. Miss Hyler, Mrs. Exie Perry, Mrs. proved a draw. E. L. Brown presided held at 7.15. The choir will sing,
Ida Huntley, Mrs. Nellie Higgins, Mrs. Mona McIntosh and Miss Ethel Pay- in the absence of President Robin "The Good Shepherd,” Nevin and
Julia Huntley and Mrs. Eliza Plum son, delegates; Mrs. Emily Stevens, son. An intercity meeting with Bel there will be a double duet number,
mer. All children of members of the Mrs. Agnes Louraine and Mrs. Bertha fast will take place May 27. C. W. “A Dream of Paradise.” Gray. Th?
Corps are invited to attend, a jolly French, alternates; Miss Helen Burns Babb of Camden was a visiting Ro subject of Mr. MacDonald's sermon
will be. “Heart Failure.” The happy
time of games, music and refresh and Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory. Other tarian.
prayer and praise service on Tuesday
ments being promised. The Corps members planning to attend arc re
Governor Ross, of Idaho, has just evening at 7.15.
will conduct a public supper Satur quested to notify Miss Hyler as made a six-months-old baby a
• • • •
day evening, May 23, at Grand Army promptly as possible, in order that colonel. Presumably in the infantry.
The subject that Rev. L. G. Perry
hall, from 5 to 7, with Mrs. Ella Mc members’ cards may be issued.
—
Dallas
News.
pastor of the Littlefield Memorial
Millan in charge.
'
BORN
Church will take for his morning ser
On the lofty eminence of Beech SANBORN—At Rockland. May 12. to Mr mon will be “The Question of Import
The annual Poppy Day, conducted street the foundation is being pre
and Mrs. Willard Sanborn, a son.
by the American Legion and Aux pared for a new residence for John WALSH—At South Waldoboro. May 6. to ance.” The choir will sing an an
iliary, will take place next Saturday. H. McLoon. Watching the progress
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walsh, a son, them and there will be special music.
Junior church at 1030 is for children
Herbert Elden.
Every effort is being put forth to dis
from five to eleven years of age, and
pose of the quota for Rockland—4000. of the work the other day Mr. McDIED
Sunday school is at 11.45 with classes
Hearty cooperation is being given the Loon's father, Representative Albert
—At South Waldoboro. May 8. for all ages. At the B.Y.P.U. at 6.15
Legion and Auxiliary by Ralph Ulmer C. McLoon, was possessed with a de WALSH
Herbert Elden. infant son of Mr. and Miss Ernestine Simmons will lead,
Camp. United Spanish War Veter sire to know what the view might be
Mrs. Albert Walsh.
ans, and its auxiliary. These organi like from the second story. As the BLACKINGTON—At New Britain. Conn.. using the topic, “War the Enemy of
Civilization.”
Evening
Mav 13. Julia W.. widow of Oscar E Christian
zations are to have a window display frame had not been raised he conBlackington of Rockland, aged 72 meeting at 7.15, when the praise serv
in the store of I. Leslie Cross and will I ceived the idea of making his obser
years. 11 months. 27 days. Funeral
Saturday at 3 o'clock from late resi ice will be led by the young people's
aid in selling. The proceeds from the vation from the roof of another
orchestra which will also furnish spe
dence 110 Limerock street.
poppy sale are devoted entirely to house which is nearby, on the same
—At Rockland. May 14. Philip Mc cial numbers through the evening.
welfare work among the veterans, level. He reached the roof with the McRAE
Rae. aKed 72 years. 1 month. 27 days. Mr. Perry will give another sermon of
their families, and the widows and aid of a ladder, but had hardly Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from late
his series, the subject being “The
orphans of veterans. The poppy you gained his lofty position before a . residence.
Question of Spiritism—can we talk
receive for your contribution to this | heavy gust of wind carried the lad
CARD OF THANKS
with the dead?” Prayer meeting is
growing need should remind you of der away. As the house was unoc
This Is to thank all who assisted, and
those living fields of red in Flanders cupied, and windows were locked sent llowers during my recent bereave held Tuesday evening.
Philip R. Sceklns.
not long since stained with the life Bert found himself in a predicament. ment.
Thomaston.
•
blood of the flower of the land. Wear Advancing to the caves fie shouted
Why auffar terturai from Rheu
it as a badge of honor, a symbol of and waved to passers-by and they
CARD OF THANKS
matism, Sciatica, Nauritia, Muacuthe greatest sacrifice man can make. shouted and waved back without the
We wish to thank Dr. Fogg, Dr. Elling
They gave their most precious pos least idea that he was a prisoner, wood. Dr. Kent. Rev. L. G. Perry. Miss lar Lamanaaa, 8praina and Bruiaaa
Bird and the Rockville school, all, whan
session so that we might live in peace sending out an S. O. S. call. It would Mary
the nurses, and also our friends who I
and security.
have been a fine place to practice made Norman's stay at the Knox Hos- ]
METHYL BALM
[ legislative oratory, but the Rockland pital pleasant during hls recent opera will bring almoat inatant raliaf7
talking-picture containing only ] Representative was not in a mood tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Thurston. Brain
en characters is to be filmed in I for it, and his mood had not im erd Thurston.
A scientifically compounded ex
Rockville.
,’wood. Some may say that
ternal application that should be
proved
when
hc
was
finally
released
:ely anything could be more apin svory homo. Sold only at
CARD OF THANKS
riate
than that—Pittsburgh two hours later. Being a man of
I wish to express my sincere thanks to
few
words
he
declined
to
discuss
the
Johnston’s DrugStore
-Gazette.
all the neighbors and friends who were
incident, however.
so kind during the Illness and death of 73 PARK 8T.
ROCKLAND
my
wife.
Mrs.
Charles
Perrin,
and
espe

iper hanging, painting, ceilings
cially to the bearers and those who sent Sant Post Paid on receipt of pries
Buy
a
meal
ticket
at
Carr
’
s
alleys
[ened. Quick service, reasonable
7# cants
floral tributes.
Charles Perrin.
lltf
es.
Call Brewer, telenhones and bowl 30 strings for $2.00.—adv.
Pleasantville
(Warren),
•
58-59
W or I75-R,
59-60

TALK OF THE TOWN
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chairman was assisted by these com- j
mittees: Decorations, Mrs. Edith
Pastor Marr and Wife Given a Cor Tweedie and Mrs Mae Gregory; re
freshments Mrs. Lizzie Morton, Mrs.
dial Greeting By Methodist Parish
Charles Winslow, Miss Minnie Smith
and Mrs. Margaret Philbrook; master
Rev. and Mrs. H. H. Marr, who have j of ceremonies, Ralph U. Clark; servrecently come to the Methodist pas 1 ing. Louise Dolliver, Carol Gardner,
torate from Fort Fairfield, were ten ; Caroline McAllister, Mary Stockdered a reception by their new parish bridge, Barbara and Gladys Strout,
Wednesday evening. The vestry was Helen Matson, Constance Joy, Ruth
attractively decorated with wild Rtichards, Virginia Proctor, Donna
pear blossoms, cut flowers and potted I and Helen de Rochemont, Dorothy
plants, which with the tasteful fur j Harvey, Gladys Overlook and Marganiture and shaded lamps, presented jret Hutchinson.
a charming setae. Prior to the re
ception a pleasing program was pre
TO THE JAMBOREE
sented:

PHILIP McRAE

WELCOMED TO ROCKLAND

Instrumental trio—Song of Hope, St. Clair
Mrs Emma Harvey, violin. Marlon Har
vey. trumpet; Dorothy Harvey, piano
Soprano—Just a Cottage Small
The Songs My Mother Used to Sing
Mrs. Thelma Stanley
• Miss Louise Dolliver at the piano) I
Reading—The Lady of Shalott, Tennyson
Satisfying a Grudge
Miss Dorothy Harvey
Contralto—If Ever the Rose ........ Slater 1
Fairy Bells ................................. Test
A May Day Carol...... Deems Taylor I
Mrs. Gladys Morgan
(Miss Margaret Stahl at the piano)
Instrumental trio—Elfin Pranks, St. Clair

Thirty-one Boy Scouts, represent
ing the Rockland troops, went this
morning to the State jamboree in
Portland, in charge of Acting Scout
Executive Whitehill. The CourierGazette has offered a Scout trophy
to the member who prepares the best
account of the occasion.

Philip McRae, who had been a
resident of Rockland since 1913. most
of the time as night watchman for
A. C. McLoon & Co., died Tuesday
night at his home, 84 Pleasant street,
aged 72 years. Funeral services will
be held at the residence Sunday aft
ernoon at 2 o'clock.
The deceased was born in Sidney,
Cape Breton, March 17, 1859, and for
many years sailed out of that port
and Swan's Island in command of
the type of fishing vessels known as
trawlers.
Desirous Of trying his fortunes on
the West Coast he went to Vancouver
B. C., where he was employed for 12
years on steamers engaged in the
halibut and salmon business.
The family, which had remained at
Swan's Island, moved meantime to
Rockland, and when Mr. McRae
came back from the West it was to
locate here. Subsequent to his em-

Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
Ices and cake were served. Among will be open Saturday nights here
8-tf
the many parishioners and friends after.—adv.
attending this delightful affair were
several of the local clergy, Rev. (and
Mrs.) J. Charles MacDonald, Rev.
1855
1931 '
(and Mrs.) L. G. Perry, Rev. E. O.
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
’
Kenyon, Rev. (and Mrs.) Walter S.
Waldoboro and Rockland
Rounds, Rev. F. F. Fowle of Rock
Highlands
port, and Rev. A. E. Luce of Cam
Artistic Memorials in Stone
den.
122S-tf
Mrs. Ida Simmons as general

p’ayment with A. C. McLoon & Co.,
he was with Mrs. McRae at the
Country Club, where she was em
ployed as housekeeper.
Mr. McRae was faithful in the dis
charge of his duties, and possessed
of a bluff, genial nature which made
him popular with his associates. He
is survived by his wife, who was for
merly Lillian Stinson of Swan's
Island; one daughter, Mrs. Edward C.
Boody, Jr.; and one son, Lincoln E.
McRae. Mr. and Mrs. McRae were
married in 1885.

CONGREGATIONALISTS ELECT
Rev. Roderick J. MacDonald, of
Westbrook, was elected president of
tbe Maine Congregational conference
held in Ellsworth. Other officers
elected were: Vice president, Rev.
Arthur A. Heald, Waterville; trustee
I for three years. Nelson D. Clark,
Portland; superintendent and regis
trar, Rev. Rodney W. Roundy, Port
land; assistant superintendent, Rev.
I Willard H. Palmer, Portland.

We Run No Special Sales,

As Our Used Cars Are
Always Leaders

You Can Have A

LOOK THESE OVER BEFORE BUYING

Home

1929 Willys-Knight Sedan
(New Motor)

r

1930 Willys-Knight De Luxe Sedan

You want a home. You ought to have a home. You can
have a home.

(Like New)

Twelve hundred people here in Rockland

and vicinity want you and many others to have a home,

1928 Whippet Four Cab Coupe

and they are ready to help you get one. They bring us

(Rumble Seat)

several thousand dollars each month and ask us to loan it

1928 Whippet Six Sedan
1929 Whippet Six Coach
1928 Dodge Senior Sedan
1929 Nash Sedan

to you and others towards buying homes.

We let you

have it for 6%. You pay the interest and a smal amount

on the Ioan in easy monthly payments, about the same as
you now pay for rent, and in a few years the home is yours-

Isn't this just the arrangement you want? We can't tell
you all the advantages in this advertisement, but if you

(Like New)
,

1929 Ford Tudor
1928 Chevrolet Roadster

will come in we will gladly show you that this is the best

plan ever devised to assist people to own their homes.

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

Rockland ZS Association

632 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
WILLYS-KNIGHT AND WHIPPET

Rockland

18 School Street,

59Stf

ANNUAL SALE

Bay State Paints and Varnishes
Two Days - Tuesday, May 19 - Wednesday, May 20
BAY STATE
Liquid Paint
Common Colors

GAL.

HALF GAL.

QUARTS

• PINTS

$3.30

$1.80

90c

55c

$2.95

$1.65

.83

.48

HALF PINTS

% PINTS

BAY STATE
Whites and
Greens

$3.45

$1.85

95c

60 c

$3.10

$1.70

.8 5

.5 3

BAY STATE

$3.30

$1.80

90 c

55c

Floor and Deck

$2.95

$1.65

.8 3

.48

$6.50

$3.3>5

$1.75

$100

00c

35c

Dry's in Four Hours

$4.90

$2.154

$1.34

.78

.48

.28

BAY STATE

$2.25

$1.30

70c

45 c

30c

Screen Enamel

$1.65

.95

.52

.3 3

.24

BAY STATE
Inorout Enamel

BAY STATE
Wahcolite Gloss
White

$3.90

$2.10

$1.15

65c

35c

$2.95

$1.65

.83

.48

.28

BAY STATE

$5.00

$2.80

$1.45

80 c

50c

Varnish Stain

$3.75

$2.10

$1.10

.6 5

.38

BAY STATE

$4.25

$2.25

$1.25

75c

50c

Ground Color

$3.58

$1.83

.95

.57

.38

BAY STATE

$5.25

$2.80

$1.50

85c

55c

Inorout Varnish

$3.94

$2.10

$1.13

.6 5

.42

$5.00

$2.65

$1.45

80c

50c

$3.75

$1.99

$1.09

.65

.38

$3.00

$2.10

$1. 15

70c

$2.25

$1.58

.8 7

.5 3

BAY STATE
Agate Floor
4 Hour Varnish

BAY STATE
No. 1
Floor Varnish

Small Figures Are Regular Retail Prices.

SALE PRICES FOR CASH ONLY

Large Figures Are the Sale Prices.

OPEN EVENINGS DURING SALE

BAY STATE COLOR CONTEST
We will pay $10.00 to someone guessing the Bay State Inorout Enamel Color in each of the two cans dis
played in our window. In event of a tie, the winner will be decided by a drawing. Come in and try your
luck. It costs you nothing. You may win the prize.

EVERETT L. SPEAR CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

615 MAIN STREET,

j

F
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GREAT KIRMA SEES ALL - KNOWS ALL!
Kirma is scheduled to arrive in
Rockland early Monday morning and
will immediately delve Into the an
Famous Mystic At Park The swering of questions for newspaper
readers and directly after will pre
atre To Answer Questions pare
his performance at the Park.
Use this coupon for your conveni
Through This Paper
ence:
As announced in Thursday’s issue,
the Great Kirma, mental wizard and
Name
famous crystal gazer who is to be at
Park Theatre next week, will answer
Address
20 questions In each issue of The
Courier-Gazette while he is here:
Date of Birth
In writing your questions, sign your
full name and the date of your birth
PARK THEATRE
as indicated in the appended coupon.
Marion Davies’ new starring film.
Kirma does not use the name in
making his replies but uses the initial “It’s A Wise Child,” will be at the
Park Monday and Tuesday. The fea
of your name instead.
Kirma will also answer your ques ture was purchased for Miss Davies’
tions in such a manner that no per use because film executives believed
son other than yourself will know the that this long-run Broadway stage
nature of the question asked and hit would provide the screen star
neither will Kirma use the name of' with an ideal vehicle. This story of
any person involved in your problem, the embarrassing and uproarious
caused by gossip in a small
however he will give the initial of effects
town has been praised by dramatic
persons involved.
critics as one of the best farce-come
There are no charges connected dies of the theatre.
with the answering of your question,
Among the important feminine
the newspaper takes pleasure in of supporting players are Polly Moran,
fering this added service to its many who contributes another of her in
departments.
imitable laugh-promoting characteri
The first answers will appear in zations, and Marie Prevost .last seen
the Tuesday issue of this paper, so in "Paid" and “Gentleman’s Fate.”
hurry with your question and be the
Kirma. the great mystic, will be a
lucky one.
special attraction.—adv.

KIRMA WILL TELL

EASTERN FURNITURE CO.
PRESENTS

SEE!
The beautiful young lady cast
into a cataleptic sleep in our
window by

THE GREAT

KIRMA
AT 7.30 P. M.
Where she will remain
on exhibiton for

STRAND THEATRE
That east Is still very far easf.
and west is still very far west, that
eagle must mate with eagle and
peacock with peacock, that a white
man is always a white man and a
native always a native—that in
brief is the theme of "Never The
’Twain Shall Meet,” which comes for
Monday and Tuesday
The exotic lure of Tamea vivid
and sensual daughter of the South
Sea Islands, weaves its spell over
Dan Pritchard, scion of a wealthy
American family. Maisie, his Ameri
can fiancee, has been the guiding

MONDAY-TUESDAY

24—HOURS—24

Shh—!!!
THE FEATURE STAGE ATTRACTION AT THE PARK THE ATRE ALL THIS WEEK

IN HIS SCIENCE BAFFLING DEMONSTRATION OF

HYPNOTISM

light of his love until the flame of
passion for Tamea blinds him to the
'Cooler and more casual ways of the
girl of his own race. Maisie Is typi
cal of her type, sure of her ground,
easy of manner and free with her as-l
sumption that Dan Pritchard is to be
hers. She takes him for granted
just as she takes everything for
granted. But the strain on Dan is
too much and the fires hidden from
Maisie because of her coolness and
sureness burst forth when he is
thrown in close proximity with the
little, vivacious passion flower of the
Polynesian Islands. In spite of the
warnings of his father and friends
he lets himself be carried away by
Tamea and follows her back to her
South Sea Island home where he
slowly but surely falls into the slov
enly ways of the natives. Maisie
follows him to bring him back to his
own kind. Then comes the clash of
races, the struggle between passion
and love, the proof that east is east
and west is west.—adv.

IN OUR
WINDOW

TUESDAY EVENING, 7.30 O’CLOCK
SIMMONS
BEDDING
SPECIALS
The New Beauty Rest Box Spring,

39.50

CHARLIE IS PEEVED

Famous Picture Comedian Says No
body Wanted Him In England 17
Years Ago
and with her

SIDNEY BLACKMER
LESTER VAIL
COMEDY

23.00

The New Deep Sleep Box Spring,

27.50

POLLY MORAN
JAMES GLEASON
NEWS

ACT

and
ON THE STAGE

To match the Beautiful New Beauty Rest Mattress

The New Deep Sleep Mattress,

In colors to match the mattress

The New Slumber King Mattress,

16.75

BEAI TYREST- $39“
(APPROVED BY SCIENCE)

The New Slumber King Box Spring, 13.75

S

Other Mattresses at
5.85 to 14.95

And now science makes this discoverv . . .
Beautyrest is ideally constructed to give you the
kind of sleep you need.

Motion Pictures taken during the Sleep
Investigation show:
1. No one position rests all parts of your body
during sleep.

2. You need to sleep in over a dozen positions to
rest all your organs and muscles in turn.

It’s here on display in our bedding shop. Come
in and see it . . . try it out. You’ll add your ap
proval to that of scientists, and the more than a
million enthusiasts who already own Beautyrests.

velous inner-coil construction supports you
evenly, rests you completely in all positions.

PAR

Home of Para
mount Pictures

EVENING PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE
Feature, 6.45. Comedies, 8.05. Kirma, 8.45. Last Feature, 9.15

General Electric Clock

3. You can’t if you have an ordinary mattress.
4. You can if you sleep on a Beautyrest. Its mar

$24.00 value

Simmons Ace Coil Spring,
19.75
Other Coil and Link Springs
3.85 to 17.50
SPECIAL LOW PRICES ON SIMMONS
BEDS

at

THE EASTERN

*9

95

This is the genuine, regular Standard General Electric Clock, list price

$24.00.

The Great Kirma selects a SIMMONS BEAUTYREST MATTRESS for his
subject’s use while asleep all night and all day

You may be the lucky one when
name is drawn. Drawing takes
place at 7.30 P. M. Friday. Win
ner will receive immediate de
livery of the gift he or she
selected.

A Paramount
Publix Theatre

Cotton, Silk Floss, Felt, Inner Spring

The economy of long life, the assurance o
sound sleep . . . make this mattress an amazing
value!

FREE—Select any piece
of furniture in our store
—not necessary to buy
anything.

NOW SHOWING—“THE LIGHTNING FLYER”

The London Daily Express quoted
Charlie Chaplin in an interview as
saying:
“Europe has misunderstood me,
bullied me and misrepresented me to
such an extent that, being a mod
erately rich man, I don’t care a hang
whether I ever make another film ”
He mentioned among other things
widespread comment at his refusal
to appear at Monday's "command”
performance at a theatre in London.
"What is all this nonsense about
my refusing to appear at a command
performance,” he asked. “I’ve re
ceived no command from the King,
merely a request from a music hall
manager to appear at a charity show.
“They say I have a duty to Eng
land. I wonder what duty? I some
times think my countrymen are the
world's greatest hypocrites. Nobody
wanted me in England 17 years ago.
“I was just as good an artist then
and I slaved and starved for a few
shillings weekly. I had to go to
America for my chance and I got it.
Only then did Europe take the
slightest interest in me.”

To match

KILLED craftsmen designed the Beautyrest
to last a lifetime. I he long years of service
it gives you reduce its price to only a few cents
a week!

After six years’ research at Mellon Institute,
scientists prove you must be free to sleep in
12 to 15 different positions every night . . . that
Beautyrest permits every change the body auto
matically takes . . . supports and rests every
muscle and organ ... as no other type of mat
tress does.

Ipsfc Howard and. Karen Morley in' ‘
' -NEV£R THE TWAIN SHALL MEEJ*

Offered at this astounding price for a limited time only.
f

Absolutely Correct Electric Time with this beautiful General Electric

Clock—Mahogany Finish; 1 7% inches wide, 7% inches tall.

End Your Time Problems

IS A

SIMMONS
BEDDING

STORE

Central Maine Power Company
MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING STORE

r
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SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
PRESENTS

Will Mystify You AH the Week At the PARK
THEATRE With His Weird and Science Baffling
Demonstrations, But His Choice of a

SPECIALLY REQUESTS

SHELL ETHYL

CHEVROLET

Assuring Power, Pep and Mileage!

TRY IT!

Is Merely a Matter of

The New Chevrolet Landau-Phaeton

Good Judgment

Will Also Be Lubricated With

SHELL OIL

PROOF ?

AND GREASE
Assuring Proper Protection From Lubrication
Troubles!

Public Acknowledgment of
THE CHEVROLET SLOGAN

YOU SHOULD USE IT!

“The Great
American Value”

'GREASING A SPECIALTY”

In His Daring and Death Defying Automobile Drive

&LIND-FOLDED

It Wasn’t Lack of Confidence That Caused

►

i

in the Newest and Latest

CHEVROLET LANDAU PHAETON

KIRMA
To Ask About One of Our

STARTING AT 4.00 O’CLOCK MONDAY AFTERNOON
DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF CITY HALL

USED CHEVROLETS
It Was Its

Splendid Appearance

KIRMA will take his place in the driver’s seat of the NE W CHEVROLET LANDAU PHAETON after being securely blindfolded and drive alone and unaided
through tbe traffic laden principal streets of Rockland. WATCH FOR THE BLINDFOLDED DRIVER.
KEEP THE CHILDREN ON THE SIDEWALKS.

REMEMBER—They Are Sold With

“An OK That Counts”
THE MARVELS OF MEDOMAK

THE HOLLYWOOD HABIT

The great-great grandfather of
dandelion greens was found at Me
domak this week by Mrs. P. W.
Genthner. The one plant measured
36 inches in diameter, had more than
100 buds and served as a dinner for
five persons. Mrs. Genthner didn’t
| have to travel over much territory to
-obtain that meal. The clams, too,
grow big at Medomak, Linwood Cast. ner, Oren McLane, and John and
Lawrence Prior recently brought to
I the Burnham ft Morrill Company's
| cannery, 30 bushels of the bivalves
|five inches by three inches in size.
Tire superintendent of the plant de
clares “they were too big to can,” as
one of them would almost fill a can.

Mrs. William Farnum Divorced From
Screen Star, Who Is Back In
Movies

News has been received that Wil
liam Farnum, former Bucksport resi
dent and now a stage and screen fav
orite and his wife, Mrs. Olive Ann
Farnum have been divorced. Mrs.
Farnum was awarded the decree yes
terday on a charge of desertion, ac
cording to advice received from San
Franoisco.
Farnum who recently came back to
the pictures after being in retire
ment for several years together with

DELCO-REMY
BATTERIES

his brother thc late Dustin carved
a niche for himself in the legitimate
stage and moving picture realms
during the past two decades.
Now classed as a veteran, his most
recent starring picture was “Ten
Nights in A Bar Room," which played
recently at the New Bijou in Bangor.
He was seen more recently however
in "The Connecticut Yankee" star
ring Will Rogers at the Opera House.
Farnum played the part of “King
Arthur.”
Although away from Bucksport for
many years the actor makes frequent
summer visits to that town and his
work on both the stage and screen
have been followed closely by all
Maine residents.

SEE THE GREAT

KIRMA
In Our Store Window

Monday alP 4M45

SEA VIEW OARAGE. INC.
MAKES ONE HANKER

camps along the highway, to take quested to obtain co-workers to cover
The committee discussed means of took up other problems which will
part in this improvement contest. definitely assigned areas on the State abolishing automobile grave-yards enhance the beauty of the State for
Vacation Tours By Sea and Land As Each club representative will be re highways.
within sight of main highways, and Maine people and Maine’s guests.
Set Forth In Eastern Steamship
Folder.

Just a day from New York and
little mere than half a day from
Boston gleams a foreign land that
is a kind of miniature Europe. Living
scenes from France and England,
kilted Highlanders with bagpipes,
fishing villages, and memorials of
Evangeline, flash and sparkle in a
frame of lakes, mountains, and for
ests, and gay recreation resorts. Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince
Edward Island! It is to the enchant
ment of these panoramas, as well as
to many other holiday lands up and
down the Atlantic Coast, that the
Eastern Steamship Lines offers an
attractive variety of lowpriced
cruises on ocean liners complete with
transatlantic luxuries.
Anchors aweigh and adventurebound for the traveler to these Cana
dian Maritime Provinces, to Historic
Massachusetts, to the far-flung
grandeurs and old world villages of
Maine, the White Mountains, Quebec
and Montreal, and to Colonial and
Civil War vistas and sporting days in
Old Virginia.
For the benefit of all travelers
eager to cruise to “know” where, thc
Eastern Steamship Lines have pre
pared a booklet called “All Expense
Vacation Tours by Sea and Land”—
now ready for distribution. Exhilarat
ing pictures and colorful descriptions
set forth and explain the 28 complete
tours, ranging from 3 to 14 days of
luxury, 900 miles of sea cruising, at
very low cost. The company feels that
here are ocean cruises and vacation
trips offering a picturesque variety
of fascinations.
ROADSIDE IMPROVEMENT

USING THE

FRIGIDAIRE
REFRIGERATOR (A General Motors Product)

Watch Him Produce Those Baffling Tricks In An Electric Refrigerator Whose
National Acceptance Has Won For It

Over 1,000,000 Satisfied Customers
Come in and look them over while “KIRMA” is a tour store or at any time.
There’s a model suitable for Every Pocketbook and Family, and may be purchased
on Our Easy Budget Plan.

LIME CITY SALES, Inc.
f

ROCKLAND,’ MAINE

PENNSYLVANIA
SIEBERLING
TIRES
TUBES

There Will Be Three Classes In the
Prize Contests This Summer

Much enthusiasm was manifest at
a meeting of the Roadside Improve
ment committee of the Maine Devel
opment Commission at the State
House when the 1931 campaign was
outlined.
Rules governing the roadside im
provement contest were gone over
with a few changes from last year.
There will be three classes with three
prizes in eacn group for wayside
markets, filling stations and over
night camps. Photographs showing
the improvement must be taken
from the same viewpoint, and county
cash prizes will not be given as last
year, but county ribbons will be
awarded in each class. The basis for
Judging improvement remains as last
year.
All the committee were pleased at
results in 1930 when over 100 en
tered the contest, although it was
started late.
The committee completed its re
organization for this season so far
as possible with only two county
chairmen lacking in Waldo and
Washington.
Mrs. Pattangall outlined the plan
she used last season for organizing
club representatives for women’s
clubs and garden clubs to enlist the
proprietors of stations, markets and
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the Finnish church

Waldoboro

Jn Everybody’s Column

I t
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♦ ♦
REAL ESTATE
TO LET
i»— — it♦ i *••♦ ••• *•*••••••
••• *
’** ’** •

George Benner. Ralph Morse and
Advertisements In this column not to
STATE OF MAINE
Dr. and Mrs. Stephenson and Mr.
Miss Dorothy Bickford who has [n Urgent Need of Repairs— 1-1..,,
*
i,, exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
To all persons Interested In either ot an(j jjrs. Clinton Creamer went to been visiting Miss Ruth Robbins is j
C»xailes French have been the pnst cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
6
.
.
w
1 llQ-ACRE FARM forsale at Ingraham
the estates hereinafter named:
_ . .....
week in Wiscasset where they served lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents BEACH STORE at Crescent Beach pabuildings, modern house,
.At a Probate Court held at Rockland. , Bingham
last
Saturday
returning
leaving
today
for
her
home
in
OakCommittee
Seeks
1
O
Raise
$11*
safe.
Apply to MRS.
o,
on the jury at the Lincoln County 1'11' lllri't'
slx words make a line vlllon. available June 1 or before. Will,
land.
ln and for the County of Knox, on the ! ounaay.
seasons10
BTURSlsVROlTONTt i CHARLO BOBBINS. Ingraham HUI.
$5000
term of court.
21st dav of April ln the year of our Lord [ Mrs. Clarence Williams and Mrs.
The encouraging word comes conone thousand nine hundred and thirty- Alfred Hawes entertained a party of cerning MacLellan Gillchrest. who is
Crescent Bea_ch_lDn.---------------------- 59-61
ANQ aiJ5- BUILDINGS for sale at
Mrs. Lewis Schwartz and son have
Because the roof leaks, because been in Portland.
day from thea2i8OtUday'oftsaidmApdri‘?the i 12 Friday evening at dinner and in Boston receiving x-ray treatment
APARTMENT to let, five furnished vinalhaven. known as J Emery Lacier
rooms, all modern Improvements. Call, piaCe. Write BOX 277 or phone 4b»
following matters having been presented, bridge at the home of Mr. and Mrs. from Dr. Lahey, that the large bunch the paint is worn, because a basement
Mrs. Maurice Marcho and son. who
12 ,ELM ST.
59-61 ; Roekland.
___________
dicated ittlis"hterem;UIoJde1Jed’lnafter
i Alfred Hawes.
! just below’ the throat is much reduced ! must be excavated and a new foun- were guests of Mrs. E. M. Whitcomb, IP,
.«.
••• •••
If
MODERN apartment to let. five large ' MALONEY F-ARM^
Trv rt ^TeV
That notice thereof be given to all I George Thurston of New Hamp- j and marked improvement is seen in dation provided for the whole struc- have returned to Newport.
•
ENVELOPE containing vessel papers rooms and bath, central location. Apply] for sale. Inquire 12 MYBiLt- si.
persons Interested, by causing a copy of shire is Visiting friends in town.
his condition.
I .
,,
ill.!
52
MASONIC
ST.
55-tf
1258.
The Susannah Wesley Society was on Main or Union Sts. Reward. Finder
this order to be published three weeks | Mr and Mrs Howard Hagar of, Mrs
Henrietta Levensaler has | ture> an attcmpt_is belng made *°
please
return
to
CUSTOM
HOUSE,
postNICE SUNNY ROOMS to let well heat- ■
a^°°“ room bungalow. 6 room
newspaperpublished at Rockland in said Bingham are visiting relatives in ■ opened her house on Knox street. A raise a fund of $5000 for repairs and entertained by Mrs. Geneva Welt at office building.
59*61
ed. Continuous hot water, home prlvl«»le' a‘b° aummer cottages. bulldlnK
County that they may appear at a Pro-' town.
survey of the buildings made by her improvements on the Finnish Con the last meeting.
YOUNG COLLIE DOG lost, answers leges. Price moderate. Apply 15 PLEAS- ^oOahCanfdargenera”?eal estate service of
bate court to be held at said Rockland.
Mrs. Herbert Bowes is in Edgecomb brother. Dr. O. F. Cushing, disclosed gregational Church on the St.
klSds. ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375
Reddington Shuman of Portland name "Prince." has piece of chain at NT ST.. Vinalhaven. Mc.________ j
on the 19th day of May A. D. 1931. at
_
! that much glass had been broken in Geor
River road The structure haS *ieen at bls home at Kalcr's tached to collar. TEL. 794-W.___ 59*61
APARTMENTS In Naum Block. Main ! Main St- Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.------ 56~t2.
nine o'clock ln the forenoon, and be tor a lew days
SMALL
black
memorandum
book
lost,
Meservey
is the„guest
of. ! the windows «.
of «...
the ......
stable ___
and__
in___
one_1
heard thereon If they see cause.
I Mrs. Abbie M
------- v--------------. ... ..
Corner.
four rooms and bath; three rooms j MUST BE SOLD at once 7 room house
contains notes valuable to owner. TEL St.,
and bath: also a store. Apply at NAUM wjth bath, furnace, fine cement cellar,
j instance
the lower half of a sash had was
bullt 1(1 >'ears ago and has
__________________
_____
___
Miss______
Jessie__________
L. Keene____
and_____
Miss 58S-J.
FRANCIS V. CROCKER, late of Vinal Mrs. Frank Whitten of Belfast.
57-59 & ADAMS. 220 Main St.
59*64 garage. near Pacific street. For quick
haven. deceased, Will and Petition for
About 30 members of Orient Chap- ■ been broken up. There is too much bravely withstood the attacks of Emma Harris, who has been her
~——-------------------------------------- -------- ; sale Drlce $1800. $500 down and balance
Probate thereof, asking that same may ter accepted the invitation of Golden ; of that kind of work going on un- weather up to the present time.
MODERN BUNGALOW, furnished, with
\V ' F stUDLEY. 69 Park‘ St.
gues
t
have
returned
to
Gorham
Norbe proved and allowed and that letters
GV Maverick
Mnvoriolr St.
Qt Will
Will be,
ho T
mY, rLr>**b?garage, located 97
1080
46-tf
The sudden death of Erick Harjula, ^al School where thev are members
testamentary be Issued to Nellie M. Wil Rod Chapter to attend their meeting checked.
let for summer months. Available June
son, of Vinalhaven. she being the Exx. last Friday and passed a very pleas- | Mrs. Katherine Simmons who has who was regarded as the father of ' of t|le faculty.
FOR SALE—Modem house. 6 rooms
1. STURGIS GROTTON, Crescent Beach
named in said will without bond.
59-61 and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS. 140 Tal
ant evening.
spent the winter in Rockland is ex- all civic undertakings in this Finnish
ByronMills is a patient at Knox
Inn
bot Ave. Tel. 711.
53-tf
EDITH F. SNOWDEAL, late of Owl’s
Seven Tree Grange had members peeted to return to Thomaston today. ; colony naturally had a depressing Hospital Mrs. Mills who has been
FURNISHED ROOMS for light house- I SALfc^Penobscot Bay farms and
Head, deceased. Will and Petition for of Pioneer Grange of East Union as
Walter
Delano
returned
to
New
effect
upon
this
drive,
but
his
assowith
him
has
returned
home.
Probate thereof, asking that same may
g,??AHD®T
for factions,
sale and tea
renthouses,
attractive
SMALL BUILDING suitable for garage S"»
quire at
35 CAMDEN ST.__________ M
58 W
60 , cottages
prlce’ ldeal
and
Hl™. oPn,t of Rinnnifie’d Vt Will
be proved and allowed, and that letters guests Wednesday evening. The pro London Friday to rejoin his yacht the ciates are carrying on. and it is felt
pay cash. Write P. O. BOX 441
testamentary be issued to Chancey K. gram was furnished by Pioneer "Charleston
FURNISHED FLAT of four rooms and | shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast
that the fund will eventually be Mrs Bert Blodgett of Leamington': Rockland.
59*61
Snowdeal of Owl’s Head, he being the Grange and much enjoyed. Supper
bath to let. Inquire 176 Main St. Tel
Henry Jones who has been work- ! raised,
Vt., and Mrs. Raymond Scars of
Exr. named in said will without bond.
HAND WHEEI, CHAIR want 874-W.
_______________________ 58-tf
was served after the meeting.
ing in North Haven has returned
A. Aho is chairman of the cam- Falmouth Foreside have been guests cdSECOND
Call 163-M. EDNA PAYSON. 59-61
PARKS BUKER. late of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Marks and home.
1
pr.ign
committee
and
secretary
of
the
FURNISHED
MODERN nousc to let for •e'
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate) .
_ ____ g
cnnnt fbn
of Mr. and Mrs F. W. Scott.
EXPERIENCED CROCHETERS on baby July and August; four bedrooms, bath, I
Mr. and Mrs. Allison Moody of church. Associated with him on the
thereof, asking that same may be proved j daughter Fiances of Bath spent tne
The opening of Eaton's new store sacques wanted. Address LUCY E. PEA phone, lights. LUCY C. SIMMONS. ♦
and allowed, and that letters testamen- weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Walter South Harpswell visited Mrs. Red- drive are Victor Ilo Maki. Onni An57-59 Union.
58-60
in the Moose block was well patron BODY. Warren. R F. JD. 1.
tary be issued to Harriet A. Buker of , a vpr
dington
Robbins
Thursday.
derson,
Hjalmer
Autio.
Walter
An.
SOMEONE with portable saw mill
Rockland, she being the Exx. named in
ized.
A
large
stock
of
useful
and
HALF of a two family nouse to let.
Mrs.
Dwight
Cummings
and
Mrs.
Services
at
the
Federated
Church
derson,
M.
W.
Pulkin.
Rev.
A.
Raita,
wanted
to
saw
50.000
feet
lumber
or
will
said will without bond.
fancy articles in prices ranging from buy a mill. Call or write at once M. W four rooms with bath, set tubs and range
Angelo Howard and daughter Iva re Sunday: Church school at 9.45; Alex Henonen, and John Anderson.
kitchen, hot water heat with garage..
If yqu have a cottage to let or
SYLVESTER L ARAU. late of Cam
10 cents to SI.00 were on display. PULKIN. Rt. 1, Box 48. R. F. D. Tel ln
turned
Sunday
from
a
visit
in
Bath
St. TEL. CAMDEN 2192 for ap- I desire summer boarders advertise tho
morning
service
at
11,
subject;
“
The
In
the
course
of
the
campaign
den. deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
57-59 Camden
Parable of the Soils;" evening ser^e rn^ny „i wUl form the ^cqua^t- Mrs. Ruby Bridges is employed as Rockland 734-J.
polntmcnt. ______________________ 57*59]
bate thereof, asking that same may be and Massachusetts.
fact ln this paper where thousands
TENANT WANTED for 5 room tene
proved and allowed and that letters tes
Mrs. Hayden Conant and Mr. and at 7 o'clock, topic, “The Only j ance of the chairman of the church. clerk.
THREE-ROOM furnished apartment to
will read of It.
tamentary be
to Hervey
Allen. ._
lameniary
oe issued
issuea io
nervey C.
v. Alien.
,, ■
.
c,,r,riov —
Prizes offered by the local W.C.T.U. rnent on Grace St. CALI, 630-W. 53-tf let. with free lights and water. THOMP
Mr. Pulkin, an interesting personage
Arthur H. Huse. Charles C. Wood and Mrs. Merry of Bath spent Sunda. Remedy.
CHILDREN wanted to board for sum
58*60
1 The American Legion Auxiliary with a highlv pleasing personality. for es®ays b> aeni0! and junior High mer. pleasant surroundings and good SON'S. 16 Willow St.
Ralph W. Johnson, they being the Exrs. with relatives in Union.
SIX-ROOM COTTAGE for sale, partly
SUNNY UP-STAIRS 6-room apartment
named ln said will without bond.
i will meet in the Legion rooms next He was educated at Union Theologi- School pupils have been awarded to . care. mrs. albert burton, spruce
55-66 to let. Newly remodeled. Knox St- furnished at Holiday Beach; nice water.
i
Tuesday
evening
at
7.30
o'clock,
cal
College
in
Chicago
and
the
ChiDoro
lJ?y
French
and
Doiotht
CreamHead
EMMA A. COOPER, late of Rockland,
EVELYN PEASLEE. Oonla/s ’ garafc. ^^.R Roland
57*59
Club Notes
WANTED TO BOARD elderly person or Thomaston.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
iccinucni vunege
w*w, er- The winners will take part in a
Tho long talked of rummage sale This is an important meeting and a cago Technical
College, mu
and with
Write MRS. E. F. COOK store, Rockland. Tel. 710.
thereof, asking that same may be proved
1 SIX ROOM cottage to rent by the day.
win
*he*h»Td
aFthe
club
rooms
Fri-i
large
attendance
is
desired.
these
intellectual
attainments
has
county
contest
to
be
held
in
the
Con!
51-62
and allowed, and that letters testamen
toilet, garage if desired. L. C. FIELDS 19 w1eehkertndh,a,rltlful lwatmn^'ne'aV a nice
tary be Issued to Alice M. Cooper of
and Batnrdav "afternoons May 22
Mrs. Jennie Smith of Augusta who been able to do much to benefit the gregational Church du™S the
LAWN MOWERS to sharpen and re McLoud St. Tel. 411-W
57*591 "eS^slSS noj Ur“ froi^ main roadRockland, she being the Exx. named ln and 97 Tt is Honed this sale will be ! has been the guest of Mrs. Lydia Finnish people, and in this work he W.C.T.U. convention. May _9.
pair. Prompt service. Will call for and
said will without bond.
THREE
ROOMS
to
let
for
light
houseabout one mile from village, row boat
deliver
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO.
Tel.
791
n natrnnizeri as it is the first held 1 Jameson for two days, has returned has been ably supported by his wife.
A cablegram has been received Rockland.
47-tf keeping, bath. gas. range, lights, water. Included.
MRS. JAMES GREGORY.
ALMON G. VARNEY, late of Rockport,
*
, . 1 ,u
Fzn Vvnr h/smn
OwiitVs
r. fnv iX’Vi/-, 4zi/-ilr n Vmoinnoc* Ztntivco i TA Cnil
58*60
MRS. CARL OLSON. 19 Myrtle St. 57-59 Vinalhaven. Maine.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate in Union. If anyone has articles they to her home. Mrs. Smith was for- who took a business course in Sou- telling of the death of Mrs. Lucy
thereof, asking that same may be proved are willing to donate, by notifying the merly known in town as Miss Jennie imi College. Michigan, and also at- Ashworth, widow of Thomas AshFOUR ROOM furnished apartment to
FOR SALE or rent, cottage at Crescent
and allowed and that letters testamen
let. 566 Main St. NELSON B. COBB.
Beach, all modern Improvements. LENA
Conant.
tended Shofer Missionary Training worth, which occurred Saturday in
tary be Issued to Inez L. Varney of committee. Mrs. Grace Williams, they
56-tf K. SARGENT. Tel 990-M or 994 .
58-CO
Capt. Reddington Robbins has School in Cleveland and Mood'. England. Mrs. Ashworth was on a
Rockport, she being the Exx. named ln • will be called for.
BUNGALOW with five roomf, lights.! COTTAGE to let. four sleeping rooms,
visit to her childhood home in Mansaid win without bond.
I At
cjub meeting May 12 the fol- sailed the new Vanderbilt yacht Bible Institute. Chicago.
city water. Rent very reasonable. Apply . kitchen and living room, fire place, near
ESTATE WALTER w. DOW. late of'
~ogram"was “given• Roll call; I “Ava" to New York.
’
In connection with this drive it Chester. Sngland. which she left over
EVA AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293.
1 sait water. Completely furnished. V F.
__________________ ________
55*57-tf | STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
57-tf
"fornA^*' rn-rrnt events'
Club collect in
At the Baptist Church Sunday will interest and surprise many read- 40 years ago. She was accompanied
CAPABLE GIRL wanted for general
loiktaofWashington, or«>me other°uit- unison- singing. "Battle Hvmn of morning the pastor's remarks will be ers to learn that there are estimated by her daughter, Miss Margaret
FURNISHED HobsE. 5 rooms, to let. ’ SUMMER COTTAGE for sale or to let.
bnusewnrk. MRS WELCH. 6 Talbot Ave. Modern Improvements Other rents of! at Ingraham Hill, on the shore, bath
able person beappointedAdmx withthe Republic ' business;paper. "Exaddressed especially to young people to be 4000 Finnish residents in Knox Ashworth. Her loss will be deeply Tel. 1285.____________________ _ ___ 59-61
all descriptions. ROBERT U. COLLINS. [ electric lights, city water, all modern.
out bond.
' tract* front the Life of Edward Bok;" and to them a kindly invitation is I County.
felt in this community where she
furnished
Inquire
at
ELEVATOR BOY wanted. Apply at 375 Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.56-tf ]I completely
The church on the St. George? was respected and loved She leaves once
CROCKETT'S BABY SHOP, Rockland.
South Thomaston, deceased. Petition for paper, “Company a Century Ago."
rr™e
SENTER CRANE CO.
59-lt
55-tf
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Administration, asking that Arthur E Both
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Danks, and "We Bless Thee For Thy during the winter, for the reason that johnsbury. Vt.„ the daughter. Miss roUeleVe’nthis'LmmM.'^&r’Sn^WSO garden spot and yard, garage If needed. at Cooper’s Beach; 6 rooms, electric
Rent
reasonable.
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C.
DAVIS.
lights,
fireplace, nice water, garage; 10
without bond.
j SOUTH THOMASTON
season. Applications must be filed
56-tf, minutes from Rockland. MRS. L. E.
______________
CHARLES
W. WOTTON,
Tt/Trc Prank
Pullprtnn left
Ipft la<;t
Sat- Peace, O God," Voris. The evening its workers cut down the embank- Margaret and four grandchildren, i for
before
May
25.
F.
B„
care
Courier-Ga

of ESTATE
Friendship,
deceased.
Petition late
forii Mis
Frank Fullerton
last bat
topic will be allied to that of the ment alongside of the road and oth- Anne, George. Charles and Sarah
SIX ROOM tenement to let. modern, i BLACKINGTON. Tel. 178-R.__ ._____51-tf
59-60
Administration asking that Rodney S. Ul’day for Bos.on to be the guest Of morning, "Looking Well to the Foun- erwise kept the road free from snow. Ashworth. The body will be brought zette.
unfurnished, at 9 Suffolk St. Apply MILFURNISHED Cottage. Bayside. NorthDavis, of St. George, or some other suit relatives for a week.
TON
M. GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
55-tf | port. Me., to let, water, lights. Two mins.
SALESLADIES
wanted.
Apply
to
F
W.
dation."
-----------------home for interment.
able person be appointed Admr. without
WOOLWORTH CO.________________ 59*61
TWO
FURNISHED
rooms
to
let
for
p °
‘’JlB^Maln St*
R.
W.
Tyler
went
last
week
Friday
bond.
The Maine Central R. R. has a
CAMDEN
The PuP*Is of Miss L®*5 Hagerman's
*• w GREGORY, 416 Main St.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for middle light housekeeping. E. N. SYLVESTER.
ESTATE ALVAH M SPEAR. Petition to Portland where he has since been crew at work putting in new ties and
_____
school on Main street gave a pleasing aked
23
Cedar
St.
Tel.
804-J.
55-tf
Roc^and.
______________________
;«9-tt
man on farm ll,i miles from Mllape.
for license to sell certain real estate receiving treatment at the Marine leveling the track near the station in
SUMMER COTTAGE. Seven rooms.
. .
SDeakine coctest exhibition Friday afternoon of the FETER WILLIAMS. Vinalhaven. R F. D
PURNISHED
apartment,
three
rooms,
situated ln Thomaston, and fully de Hospital.
preparation for the summer travel. oJc^^Hi^h^ol w"u £ fw’d work done during the term. The Box 82.__________________________ 59*61 to let at 57 CRESCENT ST. All modern 2-car garage at Owl's Head. 3 miles from
scribed ln said petition, filed by Robert
To let for the season. NELMrs. Jennie Clark who passed the
58-60 Rockland.
POSITION wanted ln market or gro- Improvements.
W. Walsh of Thomaston. Admr.
SON B. COBB.___________ ,________ 53-tf
winter
in
Camden
has
exprlenced. References. Will go
ESTATE CATHERINE McINTIRE. late
FIVE ROOM modern apartment to let.
ywhere, will accept any kind of work. furnished or unfurnished, at 8 Summer i
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
of Rockland, deceased, seventh account home here for the summer
' W GREGORY. 63 Cedar St. Tel. St. Call MRS. FROST. 318-W
flled for allowance by Alan L. Bird, of
55-tf
A large number
STEAMBOAT CO.
1-W.
58*60
Rockland. Trustee.
Tuesday evening and the second de- pupils called forth admiring
Grange members attended the meet cers and committees are expected.
SMALL cozy tenement to let; also fur- ,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
HOUSEWC
to do by hour, dav or nlshed rooms by day or week. Apply at'
ESTATE FRANCES A. GINN, late of ing of Limerock Valley Pomona at St.
gree conferred upon a class of candi- ment from the guests invited in the I week;
leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
washings wanted. MARY 10 LAUREL ST.
Vinalhaven, deceased, first and final ac
Baseball next Wednesday. Rock dates.
55-tf I A.Steamer
afternoon. A program was also DYER. also
M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
1 Fulton St. __________
58*60
count filed for allowance by Carrie F. George Friday of last week.
land vs. Thomaston at Rockland.
TENEMENT
to
let.
eight
rooms.
11
Hall
Vinalhaven
8.15. due to arrive at RockGinn, of Vinalhaven. Admx.
Mrs.
Charles
Cleveland
will
entergiven
by
the
pupils.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sleeper are en
YOUNG CAPABLE WOMAN with small
Inquire LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 land about 9.30.
Capt. James E. Creighton has re tain the Baptist Missionary Society
ESTATE LEE A. FARRIS, late of War joying a motor trip to Chicago where
Edith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. child wants housekeeper's position In St.
Limerock's?
58*60
Return
—
Leaves
Rockland at 130 P. M.,
turned from Boston.
ren, deceased, first and final account they will visit their son Henry.
Tuesday at 2.30 o'clock.
John Burgess, entertained at her refined man's home. Address B.. care ] HOUSE at 180 Main St., 6 rooms, bath, Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30. Btonflled for allowance by Ralph W. Farris,
The Courier-Gazette.
58*60
Miss Margaret Johnson of Dexter
Ingtou
at
4.40;
due
to arrive at Swan'i
Mrs.
Willis
Harville
will
entertain
home
an
attractive
party
on
the
gas. electric lights. MRS. E. C. GRANT,
L. R. Carter and family who spent street, who is a teacher in the Friend
of Augusta. Admr.
WOMAN wanted for general house- 184 South Main St. Tel. 526-M.
57-tf Island about 6.00 P. M.
the ladies of the Methodist Society occasion of her fifth birthday. work.
ESTATE ANNA L. DUNTON. late of the winter in Rockland have re ship schools, is at home ill.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
CALL 675.__________________ 58-tf
Rockland, deceased, first and final ac turned to the Ralph Rowell place here
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. North
t,
,
j
i
j «
Wednesday afternoon at her home oa Games were enjoyed by the guests
143-tf
EXPERIENCED young woman wants Main St., rent reasonable. P. L. HAV
count including special claim of execu for the summer.
Prof. Karl Woodcock and family Knowlton street.
~d refreshmcnts of ice cream and general
housework position or work as ENER. Tel. 792 .
trix filed for allowance bv Susie D. Davis,
57-59
are
spending
the
weekend
with
his
Mrs.
J.
G.
Crowley
has
arrived
from
birthday
cake
were
served.
The
waitress. TEL. 313._______________ 58*60
Exx.
The weekend ball game between
FURNISHED house to let. 4 rooms,
RELIABLE 16-vear old girl wants work electric lights,
......... flush closet. Call at 4
ESTATE ANNETTE DENIG JONES, the Keag A. A. and Rockville resulted mother at thc home on the Meadow Boston and opened her residence on Iittie hostess received many lovely
------------5759
summer. Can begin by June 14 For I (.'
aoroll—
’s'F
late of St. George, deceased, first and in a score of 5 to 3 in favor of Rock road.
Park street.
gifts. Those bidden were Retta and for
information Inquire of BLANCHE SYL
final account filed for allowance by Kate ville. The return game with the Shell threeC-ahctnBcomedy ‘prtsente^at the
A ^tln8 °f th? SUte hig,1wa' Richard" LewisTHarold. John. Arthur VESTER.
SIX ROOM tenement on Warren St.
57 Talbot Ave.. Roekland. Call
Denig Tower. Admx. c. t. a.
after 2 30 p. m. Tel 926.__________ 58*60 to let. gas. electricity, toilet. Apply 12
We Want Your
ESTATE ANNETTE DENIG JONES Gasoline crew played in Rockland Park'^leatnEh by Sie St "TSmen Tcamden™^ and
WARREN ST. Tel. 577.
53-tf
OL. 1L. V LII2 V11 UI
A X11VI w 11 n u ; ill • .1
late of st. George, deceased. Petition to ; Wednesday night was unfinished be- Bernard's Players will be repeated ft 11L4 Thurxdav
MARRIED MAN to run my farm ln
afternoon and it was iEsther B!ack' Elroy’ Jr"
d
*
LIVE
POULTRY
APARTMENT
to
let.
six
rooms
and
_bC!..rep,e.ate.d late Thursday afternoon and it was , jQrie Qross> Maynard WaiiaCe. Inez Owl's Head wanted at once. Inquire
Dttermlne Inheritance Tax. filed by cause of rain
Kate Denig Tower, of St. George. Admx. |
'___________
when the parishioners of St. James decided to build a cement bridge to | JH;lt
And Will Pay Highest Market
before 5.30 p. m.. TEL ROCKLAND | hath, at 104 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel.
Aud
and Jack Holland, 277-W.
57*59
j
27-M
________________
54-tf
ESTATE J. EMERY LADD, late* of
Church. Thomaston , sponsor its replace the Main street one which s ,
Price
Rings Kathleen and Vivian
GEORGES RIVER SCHOOL
Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition Perpetual
FURNISHED TENEMENT to let. on
CARE OF LAWNS, washing windows
presentation in Watts Hall, June 4. "°W iV™ condltiot?' The,brldge wdl i Robinson and Arthur and Ruth BuV
Call or write and trucks will call.
Care of Burial Lot, filed by Lllllas A. El
Oak St. E. C. DAVIS. Fullcr-Cobband
odd
jobs
wanted.
FLOYD
RICH

Fridav evening. May 22, Mrs. Anne cost $19,000 and work on it will com- j
COHEN BROS.
well, Admx.
, Davis.____________________________ 54-tf
ARDSON, 65 Warren St. Tel. 7-M.
Following is the program enjoyed
Care CHARLES McKELLAB
49-tf
ESTATE MERTIE L. SIMPSON, of Arbor Day: Song. Juanita, school; Snow of Rockland, State poppy chair mer.ee soon. It crosses the river com- i
APARTMENT to let. furnished or unh
missionary society met
Rockland. Petition for license to sell
man. will talk to the members of the
I furnished, three rooms or single room.
WARREN, ME.
MrsPMaude Clark Gay Friday
certain real estate situated’liTllockland* ] P°snl- All Things Bright and Beau- Legion, Auxiliary and other patriotic ing from Megunticook Lake and
; all modern. HILL DANE. Tel. 427.
Telephone
Warren 2-3
emptying into Camden harbor.
..__ nmcont
and fully described ln said petition,! tiful, Aino Mahonen; poem. In the
I?
•«• ••* *•« *•* *•• ••* ••* *•* ••* *•**•*••• tt ; _________________________________ 51-tf
organizations in the Legion rooms at
Town Manager Herbert Thomas is a“ern°°"' ™tb 2* ®eJ±LLP
Reference: Any poultry raiser
OuardUn EliSha W' Plk° °f Rockland' Treetop. Helen Korpinen; poem, A
____ ________
♦ FIVE room apartment to let. on Orient
7.30 o'clock—preparatory to the sale spending the weekend with his par- Mrs. Nina Goucher presided. Mrs. »
109-tf
Apply NELSON B COBB, or Louise
♦ St.
CHARLES A. MITCHELL, late of Rock Bird's Nest. Ida Harjula; story, of poppies on Poppy Day. May 23. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas in j Gu>’ L WaIts read a P3e.m and
j
Williams at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
54-tf
land, deceased. Will and Petition for Why Trees Bo Not Have Leaves in All interested townspeople are cor Andover.
Edna M- Young a short storv on sub1$
TENEMENT to let. seven rooms, bath
Probate thereof, asking that same may Winter, Helen Korpinen:
poem, dially invited to this meeting. There
room. electric lights and gas at 9 Union
Mrs. Agnes Knowlton has returned '
pertaining to missionary work,
be proved and allowed, and that letters
WOOD & BISHOP No. 3 kitchen rangp
St.
MILLER, 26 Rantestamentary be Issued to Virgie F. September. Laila Rahkonen: song. will be a short program.
... I tin
. . Applv
_ -BENJAMIN
--------58 (.o
from Boston where she spent the
for sale? firstf
condition. Price $».
TO.
692-J.
Studiey, of Rockland, he being the Exr. Hop. Hop, Hop, fifth and sixth
named in said will, with bond.
Unter'a
/V T
oil Binds as thev Dertain to thc rural JOE ZAEO’*'SKI- Searsmont. Malne_
UPSTAIRS APT. to let. 12 Cedar St.,
grades; poem. Answer to a Child's
Camden Commandery, K. T.. will , siotis as they pertain to tne rural |_______________________
59*611 4 roonis tollet clectrlc llghts Inqutre
Youngsters Made A Hit
estate Charles c. Johnston, Question
Helen Johnson; poem,
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition for
meet Tuesday evening with work in , churches of Maine Frozen truit ■ BALED s’-avings for sale. Tel. 532., MRS- J- A- Jameson, 40 North Main st.
At
the
close
of
an
entertainment
by
Forest
Song.
Emilia
Anderson;
story.
Administration, asking that Gertrude E.
the Red Cross and Malta degrees j salad, hot rolls, cake, macaroons ana ] H w look.
59-61 > Tel- 456-R._____________________ u-tt
Sylvester and Ralph C. Johnston, both How tho Dandelion Got Its Name, children given in one of the churches,
MODERN apartments to let. $14.50
May 26. officers of De Molay Com- cocoa were served by the 1 ostess as
SPORTS ROADSTER. 1930. $300 Inof Rockland, or some other suitable per Mrs Ellen Nelson; poem. The Blue a lady from another town turned to
DYER
TIBBETTS
mandery. K. T.. of Skowhegan, will; sisted by Mrs. Helen Perry and Mrs. q^-^FomTp7mTof BMMCT
«OP-C^V“«E
son be appointed Admr. without bond.
For
For
bird.
Ellen
Anderson;
song,
seventh
ing with SeiHhusnitasmt and ^^7, ^onferri,tbe. °rd"h°f ‘F*enl^e \,pon ' ®ena” 9ro*c11' Tb?
meet ’'
ESTATE LILLER J. S. FOUDRAY. late
FIVE ROOM tenement, lights, tollet,
of Rockland, deceased, first account filed and eighth grades; story. How Many
ELECTRIC HOT DOG MACHINE and gas.
SALES
SERVICE
Vacant May 1. DR. BARTLETT.
ne^XwifiXS^t^
for allowance by Corinne H. Edwards of Leaves a Tree^ Has, Ida Harjula; 7^1^ XaSy
four counter stools for sale cheap. Tel.
53-tf
Rockland. Trustee.
531 -W. 70 WALDO AVE.
59-61
Little Bo-Peep. Lillian Johnson; The
at
mond
FURNISHED
and unfurnished apart- Fred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es Rainbow, Melvin Toorpacka; Lost reception given the entertainment 1 men under direction of Em. Sir Frank j June.
NEW MILCH COW for sale.
si i ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel.
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Madden, past grand military instruc-'-------------------------- ----------- ----------- HALL, St. George.___________
TEL. 1219
ROCKLAND
1 156-W.___________________________ 41-tf
Three Little Robins, Ina Anderson; at Watts hall last evening, the hun tor. St. John's Day. June 24. PalesCounty. Rockland. Maine.
notice of foreclosure
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, stoves, reAttest:
dreds
who
thronged
there
were
of
40
PARK
STREET
The Bluebird. Edna Ranta; story,
TO
LET
—
5-room
flat,
all
modern.
23
tine Commandery of Belfast and De
Whereas John Q Adams of Searsmont refrigerator. Vlctrola and lots of records.
Tnauire ROSE PRF%cr>Tr
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
Why Birds Do Not Fall Off Theii the opinion of the lady referred to. M0..y o.
44tr
.,1, joto Cam- »
-f
h'SkKt""' Si I
'
Perches, Aino Mahonen; What I In the short writeup which time den Commandery in celebration of JtalStlMh dav of JuSc tn the year of our1-----------’----------------------------------- —---------------------------------------------------------SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, larze lot. ; ”
Like, Doris Malstrom; song, My Bon allows it is not possible to note each the day at Camden. There will be a Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Notices of Appointment
garage. Thomaston St. V. F. STUDLEY. M
—
nie. school. The pupils planted trees performer. The Toy Orchestra as parade in the morning, a sail to Deer twenty-seven recorded in Knox Countv 69
59-tf
Park St. Tel. 1080.
»i
usual delighted the people. The Island where a shore dinner will be ^n'eyed °to t e oShee of CamdVn
WORK DONE
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro and flowers.
___
PATCHWORK -r Dress Percale Clip♦ !
bate for the County of Knox, in thc
Those receiving all 100’s in spell youthful pianists with the very youth served and buffet lunch on the return i Knox'county. Maine and R. A. Gushee I pings; 7 lbs.. $1.00. Smaller sizes for
ANYWHERE
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln ing for the last two weeks; Emilia ful soloist were a decided hit. The to Camden
Of New York. County and State of New crazy quilts. 10 lbs.. $1 00. Postpaid Or
the following estates the persons were
PROMPT SERVICE
a certain lot or parcel of land In Dav Dostman. plus postage. LAWSON
appointed Administrators. Executors and' Anderson, Ida Harjula, Aino Ma- High School Glee Club and Orches ------------------------------- —------------------ — II York
NOTICE—This is to notify all persons 1 Water Pipes Repaired and Relald.
Appleton In thc County of Knox and : TEXTILE CO . 9 Aster St., F-ovldcnce.
Ouardlans and on the dates hereinafter I honen, Albert Harjula. Oliver Niemi. tra under the direction of Miss Al
naffndilv Holt... vinot
r. v, 1 State of Maine, bounded as follows:
R I._____________________________59*61 that after this date I will be responsible 1 Inside and out. Digging included.
"toui-sa F mahowv
nf v.n.i
Not late or absent so far this term: cada Hall performed well. The op .Daffodils Helen Vinal, Abbie Rich-j Northwesterly by the county road; | DAHLIAS, choice kinds, fir sale. 15 for bills contracted by myself only. Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
LEONARD MADDOCKS. Rocklnnd I
ajOUIoA I . MAHONEY, late Ol Vinal- I .
,_ ,
a »-«»4zxv*e/-»« TT’xiq
Manybeautiful
beautifulvarieties
varieties MRS
haven, deceased. April. 2lst. 1931. Mertie Aino Mahonen. Emilia Anderson. Ev* eretta, “In a Florist’s Garden," gave ards, Dorothy Ifemey, Frances Ris- i northeasterly by the line between ranges I mjxecj
May 14 .
58*60; Laid Out and Cleaned when
™ »u • Send for prtcc llBt of othcroffers. MR3.
E. Mahoney Carver of Vinalhaven was Anderson, Laila Rahkonen, Ellen opportunity for acting and costuming teen, Vena Young, Doris Peters. Iola 1 No 17‘18: ^utweastTcl^7by
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
ONE MAN can obtain board with fami
Innp^ <5nnhia PranVncH
1 twe€n ranges 2*°\?.6L17,
A r PERRY. Willow-Brook Dahlia Garappointed Exx. without bond.
I Anderson, Arline Nelson, Helen that called forth rounds of applause. Jones,
Sophia Frankoskl.
that par* of the third lot
in the 17th densHope Me
58*63 ly of three adults on one of Maine’s
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
WILLIAM A. HILL, late of Rockland Johnson, Ina Anderson, William The Thomaston women always come
Mustard FTower—Richard Paquin. range which lies south of the County (
NQRTH
for quietest, most beautiful and least known
Floors Cemented and
deceased. April 21st. 1931. Maurice P.
road.
islands. For information write T.. care Deeper,
to the front when the occasion re
Butterfly
—Helml Johnson.
I , A1
*n another
| . sale,
Hill of Rockland, was appointed Exr. Johnson, Oliver Niemi, Albert Har
„
Also
another lot in
— said
----- Appleton
---, medium size. DR. E. L. SCARLOTT The Courier-Gazette.
Walls Repaired.
53-60
quires.
and
their
ingenuity
and
skill
58-60
135.
without bond.
Pansies—-Alice Henry, Iva Henry,! being a part of the third lot in the 18th Tel.
jula. Arthur Schildt, Doris Mal
NOTICE—This is to notify all that
S. E. EATON
POWER BOAT. 2212 ft with
latest Ford after
MAUD E. WELLMAN, late of Hope, de strom, Kenneth Malstrom, Aino An were well evidenced in the costumes. Mo£ MariLnVFTiaHePlmiC Johns™ ™-~rtyd E KnS^f John Whit- I ehgme.-RunTe^tban
l"6i“mli^
this date I will pay only those bills
ceased. April 21st. 1931. Clifford E. Well
The boj* who couldn't turn the som Moor, Marion Felt, Helrni Johnson, I more: northeasterly by land of Wm fect condition Will sell cheap. TEL. contracted by myself. DONALD WILSON, TEL. 534-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
derson.
man of Hope, was appointed Exr. with
57*59
ersault took the cake. The enter Lura Carstensen.
41Stf
McLain; southeasterly by the countv THOMASTON 2G-4 or call 25 Gleason St. Port Clyde. Me. May 11. 1931.
out bond.
VinUtci TnwnhPmcc Cnnii rv,™ i
road; southwesterly by land of Wm. Mcgg.go
MEMORIAL DAY ROSES Orders taken |
It is a weight off the mind of the tainment has meant labor and con
HATTIE M. PRESCOTT, late of Rock
Violets
—
Joseph
Cross,
Cecil
Day,
;
Laln
containing
ll
acres,
more
or
less
_____
------------------------for hand made roses for Memorial Day, i
land. deceased. April 21st. 1931. Stephen bridegroom, says a household col- siderable expense, and all who have
ihester Delano, Clayton Keizer,
And whereas thc condition of said I HOWARD 17 and Elmo strawberry 75 cents per doz. MRS. V. F. HILLS, j
assisted in any way are entitled to Fmpst Rnhincnn
G. Prescott, of Rockland was appointed
his
Alnbpiic McLain,
AJnT oin I ™?,
mortgafie
been broken, now therefore.
, plants
for sale.
75c. per
100. Postage
Tel. 1-3 Warren.
56-64 '
' e finds out,
out that
that hii
Exr. without bond.
ummst. when he
tnat
nis much credit.
Ernest
Robinson,
Alpheus
sb.c ha»s
»
condittoIicxtra
C
edric
noyes
union.
58*so
Especially to the
OUTSIDE PAINTING of all kinds by
——■------------- -----------—
FREMONT BEVERAGE, late of North bride can cook. Yes, indeed, it is, if youngest performers praise is given. Frederick Elwell, Donald Smith, I thereof, we. the said T. E Gushee and —JIGGER
GROCERY,
cultivator,
plows, spraying
system, good Job, low price.
Haven, deceased. April 21st. 1931, Lottie the weight isn’t transferred elsewhere
R A. Gushee claim a foreclosure of said separator and hay for sale. Price right. FELIX PAJUNEN.
Arthur Upham, Howard Anderson.
Box 54. R. No. 3,
H. Beverage of North Haven was ap after she begins doing it.—Boston Following is the program in detail:
mortgage
LUCY C. SIMMONS. Union.
58-60 Union, Me.
54*62
pointed Exx. without bond.
Dated May 5. A. D. 1931.
Toy Orchestra—Russeil Young, ac
HARD
WOOD
for
sale,
fitted.
$14.
SOMEBODY BLUNDERED
T. E. GUSHEE
MARCELLING, 50c; shampooing, 50!
MELINDA A ADAMS, late of Rock Herald._____ _____________ _
companist, Mrs. Ruth Brackett,
limbs, 10; junks. $12; long. $10; soft cents. Evening appointments a specialty. I
ELIZABETH
C.
NEWBERT
land. decased. April 21st. 1931. Carlotta COSMOPOLITAN FIRE INSURANCE CO. director, Marion Felt, leader.
Attv, for R. A. Gushee wood, fitted $8. delivered. T. J. CAR- MADELYN McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191.1
Adams Burns of Rockland, was appoint tO
Elizabeth Morrow’s Reported Engage
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1030.
ROLL. Tel. Rockland 263-21.
55-tf
STATE OF MAINE
56-tf
Piano solo—E. Payson George.
ed Exx. without bond.
ment Now Denied By All Con Knox. SS.
Stocks and Bonds . ............... 1?
May 12. 1931.
SEEDS of all kinds for sale. Our stock
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times |
THOMAS O. LONG, late of Thomas Cash ln Office and Bank ........ 275.825 31
Song—Philip Wentworth of Rock
Personally
appeared
thc
above-named
of seeds are all from reliable growers Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO. I Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
cerned
ton. deceased, April 21st, 1931. aTS
Henrietta a?““; BaIances •
served the families of Knox County
T. E. Gushee. Elizabeth C. Newbert by and strictly new stock. C. C. TIBBETTS,
land.
“sxs
47-tf ,
M. Long of Thomaston, was
5.820 i?
84
Interest and Rents ..
„
jj
j
j power of attorney of R. A. Gushee and 288 Main St.
55-tf
High School Orchestra.
LADY ATTENDANT
Exx. without bond.
All other Assets .................... 235,081 05
Rev. Clyde H. Roddy flatly denied , ,nade oath that the statements conPAPER HANGING. Painting anti ma
Piano solo—Malcolm Creighton.
P St. son work of ail kinds. A. W. GRAY.
FRANK H. OSGOOD late of Vinal
Thursday
that
he
was
engaged
to
j tained in the above notice by them $20. L. W. McCARTNEY, 61 Limerock
Day Tel. 450 781-1
A!Kpts ...................... $3,331,320 79
haven. deceased, April 21st. 1931, Alfred
Contractor. Tel. 33-M.
45-tf
are tru?'
High School Girls' Glee Club.
marry Miss Elizabeth Morrow, daugh . signed
'
Tel. 1255-R.
54-59
S. Osgood of Vinalhaven, was appointed Deduct Items not admitted .... 691.294 76
Before me.
LADIES
—
Reliable
stock
of
hair
goods
Violin duet—Miss Phyllis Eelasco, ter of Senator and Mrs. Dwight W.
BURPEE’S
Exr. without bond.
FARM for sale In Lincolnville. 150
the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
acres, modern buildings, pastures, hay, at
Admitted ................. -......020 03 Miss Hazel Harrison.
Morrow.
BLANCHARD T. ORNE. late of Thom
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
ROCKLAND, ME.
apple
orchards,
pulp
wood,
good
market.
T-et
UnDZid
’
uJseT..
0
....
:
.....
$?2°3.633
oo
Operetta
—
“
In
a
Florist's
Garden,"
aston. deceased, April 21st, 1931. Cora B.
Tel. 519-J.
53-tf
Mr. Roddy added that his sister,
MRS H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
Orne of Thomaston, was appointed Exr. Unearned Premiums ............. 852.523 99 Miss Alcada L. Hall, director, Mrs. Miss Myrtice Roddy, of Baton Rouge,
MARCELLING AND SHAMPOOING by'
St.. Camden. Tel. 2597.
43-tf
without bond.
KATHERINE SMALL. 18!
oo Margaret Lakeman, coach, Miss La., also was denying statements
SIX-ROOM house for sale, Georges St., appointment.
ELLA M. COGGAN. late of Union, de All other Liabilities ............. ,
Gay St. Tel. 737-M.
48-tf
Thomaston, small payment down, price
617383 02; Bertha M. Luce, accompanist.
credited to her that the couple are or
ceased April 21st, 1931, Willie A. Coggan Suroi^mer ail Liabilities
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
LET
E.
A.
KNOWLTON
file your saw,
$500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
of Union, was appointed Exr. and quali
had been engaged.
.
.e
..e
m
'
Columbines
—
Laura
Beattie,
Gene1080.
52-tf and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEfied by filing bond on same date.
Total Liabilities and Surp us 55.3.62
vieve Bradley, Virginia Beckett, Cle“There is absolutely nothing to the
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
53-tf
Osteopathic Physician
NELLIE S. WADE, late of Rockland,
WOOD, fitted and dried under cover,
ora Condon, Belle Coates, Isabelle story,” said Mr. Roddy, a widower j
deceased. April 21st, 1931, George T.
$11.00 del. O. H. CRIE, Thomaston.
35
LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
and
pastor
of
the
First
Presbyterian
I
Wade of Rockland, was appointed Exr.
Tel.
322-2.
51-tf
estate fred C. buker. iate of St. Long, Barbara Perry, and Carlene
without bond.
PHONE 136
Church. “Miss Morrow and I are!
e\rGeorge, April 21st. 193L Emily I. ®uker Davis soioist.
WILLARD A. WARDWELL. late of
Sea View Garage, Inc.
Bugs—Bobby Stone, Myron Jones not engaged. I have talked with my
Rockland, deceased. April 21st, 1931. uaulx.'GaSdBC'qtr«dinead^by filing bond
••• «•« •••
••• "•> •••
«•<
TEL. 1250 j
Alan L. Bird of Rockland, was appoint April 24, 1931.
{ Gilbert Delano, Junior Maxey, Frank sister in Baton Rouge and she also is 689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ed Exr. and qualified by filing bond on
estate george NILES, late of Rock- Richards, Douglas Merrill, and Rus- denying statements concerning it j
♦
same date.
DR. MARY E. REUTER
made by her. The Morrow home also |
•
56-tf
RoncklanPdrllw^thappo?nted°AdminrstraStrlx sell Young, Lewis Tabbutt soloists.
ESTATE AVERY P. STARRETT. late of
_________________________________
••• *•> .«• •••
•••
••• ••».••••.
Osteopathic Physician
------ ‘bond
---- ' on
—----Florists — Elizabeth Henry. Mary is denying the engagement.”
Warren, deceased, April 21st. 1931. Ma<- and qualified- ■by filing
same
E. Starrett, of Warren, was appointed i date.
Graduate American School of
Condon, Ruth Mossman, Madeline
TWENTY-NINE
CARS
for
sale
at
70
Admx and qualified by filing bond on
ESTATE WILLIAM O. LUCE, late of
Park St. Open evenings until 8. To be
Osteopathy
same date.
! Washington, deceased. April 21st, 1931, Burton, Barbara Lindsey, Ann Jacobs,
sold.at a bargain.
56-61
ESTATE HENRY L HART, ...
- - ’ce'”oY
- _Washin'gton.
—-...
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
late of Etta“'L°'Lu
was -~ap-1 Dorothy Perkins, Barbara Feyler,
Hope deceased. April 21st. 1931. Ada Es pointed Administratrix, and qualified by phyiiis Robinson, and Dorothy Har
28tf
A GOOD FAMILY MEDICINE
I
'
.
telle Hart, of Hope, was appointed Admx. filing bond on April 28th 1931.
SAVES DOCTOR’S BILLS
and qualified by filing bond on same d^dY Vn™ l^VciYr^
Anderson, Billy
date.
A
DR. ETHEL CRIE
ESTATE NELLIE A. KENT, of Vinal Hosmer, of Warren, was appointed Exx. i spear, Ernest Hoffses, Richard WoodLeQn Caier
Sidney Caler,
Used promptly in Coughs, Colds,
haven. April 21st, 1931, Ralph J Bick end qualified by filing bond April 28th, , cQck
Osteopathic
Physician
Chills, Croup, Colic, Cramps, brings
ford of Vinalhaven. was appointed 19MINNIE C. DEANE, late of Union, de- . George Hall, Leland Turner,
BABY CHIX. Wyllle'a S.C. Reds. Bred MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON
Relief and Sto£s at start what may
Guardian, and qualified by filing bond
for
eggs,
type
and
color.
State
accred

develop seriously. Keep it in the
ceased, April 28th, 1931, Howard D j Roses — Helen Kiskila. Dorothy
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
on same date.
ited
for
white
diarrhoea.
$18
a
100
post

Medicine Closet. Safe to use. Not
paid for April 21 and 28; May $16 for. Free Children's Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
ESTATE FREDERICK A. SHERER. of 5dtahoeut°Sondn'On’ Was appulnted Exr 'Perry. Amy Miller,Eloise Dunn. Betty
expensive. Sold Everywhere. “Stock
500. $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100. Safe ar
Roekland. March 10th. 1931. Margins In
R. W. TYLER
Every Saturday Morning
fip"
today.
Attest:
.
i
Brown,
Caroline
Elwell,
Jeanette
rival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE & SON,
graham of Roekland. was appointed Guar
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, ReglsUr.^ | TuUle Evejyn paquin.
23-«
509-513 Mata St. Tel. 710 Rockland
Thomaston, Me., Route 1.
53-tf
dian. and qualified by filing bond on

JR ••• ••*
J*
I LOST AND FOUND ;

;

WANTED

•

Summer Cottages •

;

SITUATIONS

;

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

FOR SALE

PLYMOUTH
and DE SOTO

MISCELLANEOUS

FLMPAL^RVICt

EMBALMING
OTOR ANBUIANU

' EGGS AND CHICKS •

AUTOMOBILES

You Can’t Afford To Be Without It

Ballard’s Golden Oil

game date.

RADIOEXPERT
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Mrs. Nathan T. Farwell, Miss j Mr. and Mrs. John Linncll, Mrs.
Marcia W. Farwell and Mr. and Mrs. I Edith House and Joe Flanagan leave
Ensign Otis were at Orff's Cornei I today for a three-day trip to tha
Tuesday evening, guests of Nathan '■ white Mountains.
A. Farwell at dinner in honor of J
------Theodore Marriner of Washington,
Mr .and Mrs. John Wilson of South
D. C., and Portland, Me. Mr. Mar- ; Thomaston are guests of Mrs. S. S.
riner, at present chief of the Western j Waldron, Ocean street.
European Division of the State De-1
------partment, has recently been appoint- j The Octo Club met with Mrs.
Establish a financial foundation
In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. E. A. Robbins, president of ed counselor of the American Em-! Bertha Thurston, Broadway Wednesing departures and arrivals, this depart
for thc future by opening an ac
ment especially desires information of the Camden Garden Club, accom bassy at Paris, and will sail during day night. The next meeting will be
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. panied by Miss Bessie Bowers, sec the latter part of this month to take held at the home of Mrs. Elmer
count in our savings bank. You
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be retary-treasurer; Mrs. J. B. Water
know that from your regular in
up his new duties. During the Lon- Kaler, Masonic street. May 27.
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 794-W bury and Mrs. John P. Tewksbury, don Naval Conference in 1929 he was
------come you can put part of it aside
motored to Union Wednesday to one oj
pj-jj-ieipa.1 advisers of thc ' Mrs. Harry Johnson and daughter,
without depriving yourself of the
. ❖ •;<
>;• *t* •
J. C. Perry, son John Perry, and ! rneet a^group of uomen^who arejn- American Delegation and was en- Mrs. Hary, have returned from a
daily necessities and most of the
(By
F.
V.
F.)
daughter Mrs. Louis Hary of Cam tererted in forming a Garden Club trusted with the honor of carrying winter's stay in Florida.
comforts and pleasures. Also bear
den, were in AugifXta Thursday, called there. There is much interest in the
treaty back to London after its!
------in mind that we add interest to
One swallow may not make a sum- !
by the illness of Miss Hattie Vose project, entered into by several | ratification by Congress. Mr. Marri-1 Mr .and Mrs. G. F. Gookin of
your savings. Begin now and watch
mer but when Tanguay comes a-soHall.
women from Appleton as well as ner was ciassmate Of Mr. Farwell Cambridge, Mass., are guests at Corn- Journing to Rockland harbor in a
it grow.
Union, and it was voted that a gar at Dartmouth.
munity Sweet Shop.
small open flying boat looking for
den
club
be
formed.
John L. Goss of Belmont, Mass.,
buyers of his wares we can be sure J
head of the John L. Goss Corp, of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Clark and that summer is not far off. "Tang"
Mrs. F. E. Follett entertained the
Stonington sails June 28 for a tour
The Junior Harmony Club's an Thursday Auction Club at dinner the former's mother are visiting at is flying the Stearns Marine Co.'s
of Europe, accompanied by his nual May party takes place Monday and bridge. Honors were won by | Biddeford Pool.
"Privateer" on a demonstration tour.
Rockland, Me.
granddaughter, Miss Elizabeth But evening ^it the Copper Kettle at 8 Mrs. George B. Davis, Mrs. A. R.
He gave several demonstrations here }
ton. Mr. Goss was a recent visitor at o’clock. It will be a masquerade, and Havener and Mrs. John Clayter of
Mrs. R. G. Fernald and son Robert and Saturday flew’ to Bar Harbor'
Stonington.
each member has the privilege of Camden.
arrived yesterday from Portsmouth where he demonstrated his ship. It
inviting one guest. A small admis
N? H.. and are guests of Mr. and is a two place amphibian—a very
Mrs. Aurilla Venner entertained sion fee will be charged to cover ex
pretty little craft and one of the
The C.C.C. Club was entertained Mrs George E. McLaughlin.
the Jolly Six Club at her home on penses incurred for the evening Thursday evening by Miss Constance
smallest of its type now being made. I
Fulton street Thursday afternoon. Mrs. Leola Noyes and Mrs. Faith G Snow. Games and refreshments
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird and He has been able to beach along- I
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Duff who are on side Lawrence’s canning factory with
Berry, councillors, will be in charge figured in a jolly time.
ington, which game occurred at stop signs at intersecting points and
j a fishing trip in the Moosehead re- very little difficulty except on his
WARREN
Mrs. Chauncey Keene entertained
Warren Wednesday afternoon, thc thc removal of stop signs at other
Recent visitors at Mrs. C. H. Con score was 9 to 4 in favor of Warren points.
the T Club Thursday evening at het
Mrs. Lucius York entertained at a B*on are expected home tomorrow or return from Bar Harbor Sunday with
The bridge party given under the
home on North Main street. Misses auspices of the BPW Club Thursday bridge luncheon Wednesday evening Monday.
a nar'easter rolling the waves in ant's were Mrs. Rena Young. Mrs. also. Warren had nine runs, nine
Mrs. Nancy Clark and Mrs. William
Alena and Ada Young were special I evening at the Tooms, with Mrs. at her home on Pleasant street.}
from the harbor and a stiff breeze Waneta Drinkwater and 'children hits and four errors; Washington hid Barrett entertained at dinner Wed
___
, „
Pcrry an<^ 54 ' blowing, when it was touch and go } Fdith and George of Lincolnville.
guests. Features included luncheon Mona McIntosh in charge, had four Honors were won by Mrs. Anna Web- J Mr- and Mrs- cfour runs, seven hits and two errors. nesday Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Watts
Miss Emma Wellington of Rock The batteries for thc former were and Miss Emma Wellington of Rock
sewing and the reading of short tables. Honors were won by Mrs. ster. Mrs. Thomas Keating and Mrs. Bertha French of Camden enter for a few minutes whether he would
tained at a bridge dinner Monday come in tail first or nose first, but he : land has been spending a few days I Packard pitcher, and Connell catcher. land.
stories by, Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr.
Lucius York, Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Mrs. J. C. Cunningham.
evening at the Perry home on Ma made it all right with a little help j with Mr. and Mrs. William Barrett Washington’s batteries were Rhodes
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Halligan
W. H. Anderson, Mrs. Gerald Mar- i
-------sonic street as an observance of the
and Mrs. Nancy Clark.
pitching and Best catching. The next were hosts at a bridge party Thurs
Miss Arlene Chaples arrived Wed- 13th wedding anniversary of Mr. and fiom shore.
Paul Bradbury of Boston was a re gerson, Mrs. M. S. Dick and Mrs.
« • » «
Mrs.
A.
T.
Norwood,
Miss
Gertrude
game is scheduled for Wednesday at day evening at the home of Mr. and
j nesday from Boston, having gradu- Mrs. Harold Burgess, who were pre
cent guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Ray Stewart.
This is thc second Curtiss-Wright} Robbins of Union, Mrs. Leland Phil Washington and a game at Waldoboro Mrs. A. T. Norwood. Three tables
-------, ated from the Boston Bible School sented with a very handsome pewter
Perry, Masonic street.
Moosehead Lake expedition. Al Gra brook and Mrs. Leroy Norwood mo Friday following. It is planned to were at play and honors went to Miss
“Les Bijous" met with Miss Susan the day before.
Miss Chaples’ piece.
I
-------ham spent two weeks in that region ' tored Wednesday to Lewiston, enroute have the Bristol team here for a game I Gertrude Robbins of Union'and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Greene and Spear, Thursday evening, honors in mother, Mrs. Earl Chaples, jattendsummer with a plane. A Robin j visiting Dr. and Mrs. Dana Newman May 26 and also to play two games Leland Philbrook.
daughter Ruth went yesterday to cards going to Miss Marion Upham cc* the graduation exercises, returnMrs. Charls Lewis entertained the last
Raymond Borneman is driving a
with St. George some time this sea
is much better suited to the work, in Augusta.
| ing home with her daughter.
Jolly Eight Wednesday evening at however
Portland, where they will visit Mrs. and Miss Vivian Ludwig.
since it requires less serv- , Mrs. Ella Bowley, who has been son. Next Thursday will be tag day Whippet sport model.
her home on Orient street. Bridge
Greene's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
caring for Mrs. Charles H, Conant for the purpose of cleaning up all ex
Mrs. Arthur L. Perry, accompanied
_____
The Women's Missionary Society , Mrs. Walter C. Ladd entertained at honors were won by Mrs. Lillian Cot icing ar.d repair, can bo operated i and young son, returned Wednesday penses connected with the athletic by her mother, Mrs. Martha Watts,
James ______
Boyman __
for _____
several weeks.
and cared for by one man, and is
Mr. Greene will spend the weekend,1 of the Methodist Church was enter- bridge Wednesday evening at her ton and Miss Florence Kaler.
motored to Portland Friday. Walter
association.
therefore much more economical. to South Hope.
tained Thursday afternoon at the home, Walker place. Honors fell to
returning home Monday.
Miss Gladys Jackson of Lynn and
Work started Thursday on setting Perry who is attending school in
Even
without
much
effort
on
the
1
home of Mrs. Anah Gay, Chestnut Mrs. S. E. Willard, Miss Anna Mc
FEATHER BEDS WANTED
S. C. Jackson of Framingham. Mass.,
returned with them to spend
part of this base to get business for arrived Thursday night and will spend the poles foi« the extension of the Portland
Central Maine Power Co. lines to thc weekend with his parents.
Misses Margaret Snow, Lucy street. Mrs. Edith Tweedie in charge Laughlin and Mrs. Francis Louraine.
him.
Al
made
a
good
haul
last
year
The furnishing committee of the
a few weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Pleasantville. With the exception of
French, Cynthia Wasgatt and Flora of the program carried out the gen
and with a systematic campaign to
i a few, all the residents of this comThe members of the Universalist Knox Memorial is in need of four work un business for Treat there is Robinson.
Colson left by motor this morning for eral topic of “International Friend
Warren High has won three out of ! munity as far as the corner by the
Norton, Mass., where they will attend ship,” the devotional subject being Mission Circle were entertained feather beds. The committee feels
VALUABLE
that
it
will
be
a
pleasure
to
persons
an
excellent
prospect
that
he
will
be
four ball games this season thus far. residence of Charles Conant, will now
the May pageant at Wheaton College. “Through Temple Doors to Practice Wednesday at the home of Mrs. E.
For
Col Is, Coughs,
which speaks well for the boys and enjoy electric lights and are ready
They plan to return Monday or Vision.” The lesson for the after E. Stoddard with Mrs. Ralph L. having such articles stored in their I busy there all summer,
Sprains, Bruises,
attics,
to
present
them
to
the
MemoI
also
their
coach.
Clarence
Madden.
Jr.
}
for
the
“
hook
up.
”
Smith
and
Mrs.
Wilbur
Cross
as
as

noon
was
based
on
“
The
Christ
oi
Tuesday.
The other Robin will be equipped | the principal. The game taken from
Burns, Chilblains
Alewives are being caught in the
After luncheon rial, and thus supply the committee’s with
the Andes,” touching upon the sisting hostesses.
pontoons shortly and will be j Waldoboro showed a score of 10 to 8. traps this week.
need
without
expense
on
either
side.
sewing
for
the
Fresh
Air
Mission
of
Another dancing party at. the beautiful statue of Christ to be found
stationed
at
Bar
Harbor
in
charge
|
Prepared
by
Norway
Medicine
Co .Norway .Me.
Kathleen S. Fuller,
Union won a game with the score 20
Directing traffic from No. 1 high
Gonia cottage, Crescent Beach, took there. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood read a the Clara Barton birthplace at Ox
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
Chairman of John Phillips. It is a pleasure to | to 4; with Bristol the score was 15 way through Warren village has
ford.
Mass.,
was
engaged
in,
and
at
If it fails to benefit you when used as directed on
place Thursday evening with Mr. and very interesting letter frem Rev. E
everyone to know that John will be I to 8 in favor of Warren; with Wash necessitated the erection of several th«insidewrapo«r.T»~Lottie.Sold by alldealara
Mrs. A. R. Havener. Mr. ahd Mrs. L. Stanley Jones of India, a man who is 2.30 the business meeting took place,
|
working
with
us
this
rummer.
Alton
B. Cook and Mr. and Mrs. A. M. so wonderfully devoted to his work with the president. Miss Alice Fuller,
; Jewett will be associated with him.
* * * *
Moody forming the committee.. that he refused to be made bishop conducting the devotional exercises.
Emma Harvey’s "Silver King” Or His work as missionary is replete Reports from the various committees
Jerry
Smead
completed his survey
chestra furnished latest hits. Buffet with accomplishment. Two years ago showed good work done along all
1 of northern Maine and reports that
lunch offered sandwiches small cakes; Mr. Jones spoke in Portland and lines. A special committee Composed
the prospects of making any money
cookies, doughnuts, cheese, coffee Bangor having been heard in the of Mrs. George L. Palmer. Mrs. J. A.
I up there flying this summer are
Jameson
and
Mrs.
George
L.
St.
Clair
and soda.
latter city by many Rockland peo reported receipt of $20 from a cake
poor. He is taking'over the duties of
ple. Mrs. Tweedie also read a leaf and food sale, this amount to be ap
pilot for Crymble Aircraft in Bangor
A public bridge party is to be given let "The Gift and the Giver" center plied to the 5-year pledge for the
in place of Jack Dodge who is now
at the Elks Home Wednesday eve ing around the mite box. Mrs. Abbie maintenance of a girl in the Blackflying for Kennebec Fliers at Au
ning for the benefit of the charity , Connors was in charge of the "Mys- mer Home in Tokio. Mrs. E. W.
gusta The latter is Bert Fowler’s
AS LOW AS
fund, with playing to begin at 7.30. tery Box” questions. The poem Berry presented an interesting paper
outfit. George OTbnnell and M.
Reservations may be arranged with “When the Missionary Society on “Our Presept Missionaries in
Day Lcgere are associated with him
Mgs. A. C. Jones, chairman Mrs. C. Comes" was read as the closing fea Japan,” and the secretary read a
in the enterprise. They are operat
DELIVERED
W. Proctor or Mrs. Ralph Trim.
ture of the program, a poem written short autobiography of Mrs. Caroline !
If you investigate Majestic’s ex ing the Robin which Fowler bought
by a 15-year old girl, and which Quinby, the “Mother of the Mission
clusive features you will invest in here a month ago, and will be giving
instruction, carrying passengers at
The complete list of officers and though along humorous lines showed Circle,” written at the age of 86 years.
no other.
the field, and giving cross-country
committees of the Universalist La that missionary training had been Miss Margaret Stahl played as a 1
dies Society chosen at their annual given in the household.
service with it.
piano solo the Japanese song “Raku• * * *
meeting Wednesday evening is:
bai,” meaning “Falling Plum Blos
585
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
Wesley
Mardcn.
head of Airways
President, Mrs. George L. St. Clair;
Avoid spring housecleaning work. soms.” The meeting closed with the
Authorized Dealer For Majestic 1 Tne., in Waterville, is planning big
vice president. Mrs. E. F. Berry; sec There are many ways the People’s Mizpah benediction. The meeting of
Products
-—si •r.
retary. Miss Ellen J. Cochran; treas Laundry can help you. Telephone next month will be the annual meet- i
i things for the opening of that air
59tf
urer, Miss Flora Wise; executive com 170.—adv.
port June 25. 26 and 27. Invitations
36-tf
ing.
■:—1
mittee, Miss Lucy Rhodes. Mrs. Am
are being sent out to 150 pilots in
.
■ .
brose Mills. Mrs. C. E. Rollins and
New England and the middle At
Mrs. Charles R. RichAdson; mem
lantic States. Several big ships are
.oil
bership, Mrs. E. F. Glover. Mrs. E.
expected and it is hoped that some
E. Stoddard. Mrs. Ralph L. Smith
army planes will attend. Stunts,
and Mrs. L. R. Campbell; housekeep
maneuvers, contests, races—even fire
ing. Mrs. J. A. Jameson. Mrs. George
works will be displayed—all for the
H. Welch, Mrs. Susie Davis and Miss
modest sum of 50 cents. The old
Maud Pratt; decorating. Mrs. E. W.
corn-husking bees and wcodchopping
Berry. Miss Gladys Blethen and the
were grand affairs in their day but
Y.P.C.U. The group system has been
give me an airport opening for real
adopted for next season, with the
excitement.
» » • *
fortnightly suppers as usual.
X
Thc response to my offer to
Mrs. Ralph Trim entertained at
answer questions on aeronautical
dinner and bridge Wednesday at her
subjects has been very disappointing.
Looks as though thc people arouna
cottage at Megunticook Lake.
nere know all they want to know
about flying and things aeronautical.
Jane, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
R. C. Perry, observed her second
birthday Tuesday afternoon by en
LIBERTY
tertaining several little friends at her
Mrs. Inez Leigher, Mrs. Georgia
home on Summer street. A color
Bowman, Bernard Leigher and
scheme of pink and white was carried
Mrs. Gertie Peaslee made a business
I out in the decorations, with May bas
trip Monday to Hallowell and Au
kets
predominating.
Individual
How will things be for you? How
gusta.
lunches were served in dainty May
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Cheney of Chelsea
secure? How comfortable? Un
baskets, to which gayly colored bal
visited her mother Mrs. Lottie Light
loons W’ere attached as favors. The
fortunately, no man can predict
Sunday.
birthday cake, too, was in a huge
E. B. Whitaker was at E. A. LeighMay basket, and the,two candles were
definitely what the future will
} cr’s recently.
flanked by Cupids dressed in blue
Miss Esther Fuller entertained a
bring. But any man can do a great
and pink. Jane’s guests were Clifford
friend from Unity Sunday ■
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
APRIL
MARCH
MAY
JUNE
and Diane Cameron. Carolyn Howard.
Alton Overlook of Augusta State
deal toward determining his future
Albert McLoon Rogers, Richard
Hospital is at home fcr an indefinite
Senter, Earline Perry, Patty Perry
■financial status. There is no better
stay.
Last January we introduced thc new Pontiac. The public took to it
and Betty Stetson of Camden.
Howard Leigher visited his parents
way to guide your own financial fu
Mr. and'Mrs. E. A. Leigher Tuesday
at once. In February sales jumped ahead. March beat February.
The annual meeting of the Girl
night
ture than by maintaining a savings
Scout Council took place Thursday
Bernard Leigher made a business
Then April outdid March and now May is running ahead of April.
afternoon at the BPW rooms, with
trip to South Bristol Sunday.
account in which you make regular
these members present: Mrs. Ruth
To make a record like that, a car must “have something.” Pontiac
deposits. In ten years, for example,
Ellingwood, Miss Lucy Rhodes, Mrs. j
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Orissa Merritt, Herman Hart, Mrs. |
isn’t the cheapest car—hence price alone doesn’t explain its popu
Rev. and Mrs. George Dav.s of Aina
you can have more than $3100 by
Nina Beverage, Mrs. May Flanagan,
with Mrs. Davis’ son, Victoi; Gregori?
larity. We feel we must be right in calling Pontiac the “happy
Miss Ellen J. Cochran, Mrs. Gertrude
saving $5.00 a week regularly dur
were visitors Saturday at Alvin E.
Wooster, Mrs. Harriet Sherman, Mrs. t
medium”—quality you won’t do without, at a price you approve.
Wallace's.
Eva Toner, Mrs. Maud Blodgett and ,
ing that time. And more than $500
Rev. E. W. Timberlake will hold
Rev. W. S. Rounds. It was voted that '
In other words, a really outstanding General Motors value.
' services In the local church next
of this amount will be interest
Mrs. Merritt prepare a detailed re
j Thursday evening. These services will
port of the Council for the year, and
which the bank has paid you on
continue every two weeks until fur
What, definitely, is offered in this
Pontiac’s brakes have thc size and
plans for sending some of the Scouts
ther notice.
to camp this summer were discussed,
your deposits. Start now to build
Astor McClain of Brcman, was a
positive power to give you quick
car? Well, first, Pontiac’s 60 h. p.
as well as plans for the Eastern State
recent visitor at Clarence Lee's.
the future financial security that
rally to be held here in June. These ;
motor is large, sturdy, smooth. It
and smooth action.
Alvin Wallace and family were in
officers were named: Commissioner,
Washington and North Whitefield
you
need.
e
does
all
you
ask
without
“
laboring.
”
The things you want in a motor car
Mrs. Ellingwood; deputy commis
Monday.
sioner, Miss Rhodes; secretary, Mrs.
Quick
on
the
changing
lights;
James Richards has sold his farm
can be obtained in Pontiac at a
Merritt; treasurer, Mr. Hart. These •
to Mr. Foley, and is in Warren for the
nimble in traffic; fast in the
new members were appointed to take
moderate price. Petter sec it and
present. Later he will go to Glouces
the place of those who have moved (
open.
ter, Mass.
drive
it. Any Oakland-Pontiac
from town: Mrs. Lou Emery, Mrs.'
Ethel Lovejoy and Miss Irene LunPontiac’s bodies by Fisher are insu
dealer will gladly arrange a demon
den. Mrs. Beverage. , Mrs. Merritt ]
lated against heat, cold, rain. Seat
stration at your coifve cnee
and Mr. Hart have attended every
ROCKLAND, MAINE
meeting of the council for the year.
springs have unusual depth—cush
OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO. ?ANY
A rising vote of thanks was given |
Pontiac, Michigan
ions are soft—scats adjustable for
Mrs. Ellingwood in appreciation of j
the faithful and efficient service she i
has given the Girl Scout movement |
ever since its adoption into Rockland,:
Rockland’s Oldest
and Mrs. Beverage was also given a '
rising vote of thanks for her whole
hearted devotion and efficient service
both in the Council and as captain of
the Blue Bonnet Troop.

Society

I
i
;
,
i
i

I Planes, Pilots
*

— and—

SaveYour
Monei]

JOIN OUR SAVINGS BANK

| Passengers

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR

Every month
the public has asked for
more Pontiac cars

$179,50

House-Sherman, Inc.

Where will
you be in
10 years ?

I

Rockland National Bank

Steamship tickets to all parts of: d|
the world. We attend to all details ;
including passport and visa. Phone
675 for details. Robert & Veazie, |
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and bowl 30 strings for $2.00.—adv. |
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so that road shocks are absorbed
and riding is made easier.
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George W. Geary, with tableau Dy ,
Barbara Brown. Bertha Healey, Alta
Hildings, Annie Geary, Winnie Ames,
Avis Webster. A busy business ses
sion and the usual lunch hour were
also in order. This special program
is only one of many features planned
for the coming season and all Patrons
are urged to be present and take part
to make them a success.

ROCKVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Palmer and son
Osmond of Rockland were guests
Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. D. A.
Sherer.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jaseph of
Fitchburg, Mass., have arrived for the
summer. Their home here is be
ing renovated and they expect to oc
cupy it in two weeks.
Miss Mabel Oxton left Friday morn
ing with Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory
and daughter Ruth of Rockland and
Daniel Keller of Rockport to attend
the solo recital given by Mr. and Mrs.
Gregory's daughter Edna M. Gregory
who is graduating in June from Faelton Piano Forte School of Boston.
The weekend will be spent with Mr.
and Mrs. J. G. Keller of Milton, Mass.,
the party making the trip by auto
and returning home Sunday.
Lester and Louise Sherer and Doro
thy Tolman as they were riding
near Mirror Lake Last Friday met In
the road a cow and bull moose. When
the car was halted not far from the
animals they looked it over, then
sauntered toward the woods bordering
the lake. Both were good sized ani
mals and the horns of the bull moose
were in the velvet.

Rev. P. J. Clifford will preach Sun
day on "Christ Is Everyday" at the
morning service and for evening "The
Semblance or the Reality." There will
be special music.
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Vinalhaven High won another vic
tory Wednesday when they defeated
*
»
»
•
Rockland 5 to 1. Our boys are doing
Daniel II. Glidden
great work and are in line for the
Daniel H. Glidden, 80, prominent in
pennant.
For the fourth consecutive year the all, 1865 primary positions on each
Mrs. Andy Cassie entertained the Masonic circles and town affairs,
The “chordoscope" reveals
Bangor High School Band was win side.
"Buddies" Wednesday at supper at whose death at his home on Carver
ner of tlie Class A band contest in no less than 1.863,225 possible com
street May 10 was briefly noted in a
her home on High street.
the annual school band and orches binations of chords and resulting
Mrs. Langtry Smith entertained the preceding issue of this paper, was born
tra contest May 9, in Portland. Ban combinations.
M. and E. Bridge Club Monday eve in Vinalhaven, son of Isaac and Re
gor may well be proud of this splen
ning. Honors went to Mrs. John Mor becca (Carveri Gidden. In the passing
did organization, whose success comes “Grandma Grunts said a curious thing:
of
Mr.
Gliddtn,
Vinalhaven
loses
one
ton
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Ames.
Lunch
you don't
largely from the whole-hearted sup 'Boys can whistle but girls must sing.'
of its best known and most active
was served.
Is what 1 heard her say;
port given by the citizens of the That
'Twas no longer than yesterday.
A minstrel show will be presented citizens, a remarkable, well informed
get along so well
"Queen
City.
”
at Odd Fellows hall next Thursday- man of fine personality and a friend
There were 14 bands and 17 or Boys can whistle, of course they may,
night by Ocean Bound Rebekah to all. In early life, he was married
can whistle the livelong day.
chestras in the contest, and it was They
You could, if necessary, see with one eye.
Why can’t girls whistle, too. pray tell.
Lodge, with H. L. Coombs directing. to Clara Dyer, whose death occurred
gratifying
to
see
that
Camden
and
If
they
can manage to do it well?
You can drive with one hand. Two make a
Richard Allen goes Monday to a few years ago.
Rockport figured in the winning list
Mr.
Glidden
was
a
member
of
Moses
Jonesboro
where
he
will
be
employed
Grunts nays lt wouldn’t do,
better job oj it.
*
—Camden carrying off third place in Grandma
Gives a very good reason, too.
Webster Lodge, F. and A. M., Atlantic
as bookkeeper by Booth Co.
Class
C
for
its
High
School
band
and
Whistling girls nnd crowing hens.
Royal
Arch
Chapter,
King
Hiram
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Haskell and
The same applies to Twin Ignition. People
fourth place in Class C for orches Always come to some bad end.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Earl of Deer Council and De Valois Commandery.
who drive the Nash Twin Ignition Eight-80
tras, and Rockport third place in I ask my papa the reason why
Isle were guests last Thursday of Mr. K. T.t which order he served as com
or Eight-90 (16 spark plugs, 16 firing points,
Class D for its brand new band.
Girls couldn’t whistle as well as I.
mander, also as recorder, for a num
and Mrs. H. W. Fifield.
said to me: 'tls the natural thing
Lincoln Junior High School of He
instead of 8) have a distinct advantage over
The business depression increased ber of years. He was a member of
For boys to whistle and girls to sing!’’
Portland
was
the
feature
entrant
of
cars still using single ignition. The gasoline
North Carolina Mountain Song.
this week when it was learned that Marguerite Chapter. O E S., and a
■< i
WHITE HEAD
the day. its band winning first place
I knew a dear old grandmother
mixture is burned more quickly and more
the Booth paving quarry would not past patron. A public spirited man.
Mr. and Mrs. Larkin of Port Clyde in the Class D group ln which it was whose version of
Mr. Glidden sustained a lively interest
resume operations this season.
completely.
8
"A whistling girl and a crowing hen
The V. H. S. Alumni committee for in whatever had to do with the wel weie Sunday guests of Capt. and Mrs.' entered and its orchestra first place
in the corresponding group for sym
Always comes to some bad end.”
the bridge party at the G.A.R., rooms fare of the town, the State and the E. M. Mills. U.S.C.G.
By engineering test, tbe same motor with
phonic
organizations,
the
judges
ex!
Mrs.
Sarah
Faulkingham
of
Jones£
Friday were: Gertrude Vinal, presi country. He possessed a judicial mind
Twin Ignition instead of single ignition,
dent; Flora Brown, vice president; and knowledge of legal affairs. A> part was a recent guest of her son, plaining that its superiority was the was—
produces 22% more power, 5 more miles
Nina Ames, secretary: Melville Smith. Justice of the Peace and with his prior to. her return to Monhegan for result of excellent instrumentation i "a whistling girl and a bleating sheep
and the preponderance of String in- 1 Is the very best property a man can
. treasurer; Helen Arey, Ruth Ross and understanding of business, he had the summer months.
per hour top speed and 2 extra miles oj
4
*teep
Ralph Thompson of Machias, for struments. A feature of the Deering
Ruby Peterson, executive committee. been the adviser of many in their
travel from a gallon of gasoline.
Harry Bookman of New York was perplexities. He dealt in insurance merly of the U.S.C.G. here, has been High School orchestra's appearancn
An announcement from Wuerzburg
was the directing of Roger D. Cal
and real estate and was custom house Lie guest of friends for a few days.
■ in town Wednesday.
•
Mrs. Jessie Wiley of Freeport was derwood, the only student director ln states that this year's Mozart FestiMrs. John Phillips and children re- officer. He served the town as treas
' turned Saturday from a visit with her urer and for two terms as select tiie weekend guest of her father, Capt. the contest. Mr. Calderwood led his val play in the beautiful "Residence"
Of course, you can get along without Twin
50-plece orchestra through the diffi- will be given June 20-25. That will
E. M. Mills at the station.
mother Mrs. Ephraim Wall in Bar man.
Ignition. But we say, and these cars will
H. R. Carr, M.M.UJS.C.G, who has cult passages of Haydn’s Second ! include not merely various works by
In 1391 and 1892 he was representa
: Harbor.
prove it, that you don’t get along so well!
Mrs. Garnet Thornton of North tive to the Legislature. Through his been having 10-day furlough, has re Symphony with an assurance that this composer, such as symphonies,
surprised many of the more experi- piano and violin concertos, and
Haven was guest Wednesday of Mrs. I efforts he was instrumental in estab ported for duty.
•
L. B. Beale, U.S.C.G., Mrs. Freeman enced directors.
\ chamber music, but also works by
lishing the telephone in 1897 between
| Lora Hardison.
Those who witnessed the parade at ; some of Mozart's contemporaries,
Just compare the pep, power, smoothness
Following is the honor roll, 95 or Rockland and Vinalhaven and was Beale and Mrs Noyes Alley were in
noon ln which nearly 800 school musi- among them Philip E. Bach, Haydn
and gasoline consumption of the Nash
over in one or more tests of pupils of manager for a number of years. Dur ' Rockland TuesdayMrs. J. W. Kelley and son John clans, many of them uniformed in I and Beethoven,
Miss Ethel Young's school in Wash- ing the administration of President
Eight-80 or Eight-90 with cars of the single
In spite of the extensive honor
ington building. George Headley. Cleveland he served this town as post were overnight guests Tuesday of brilliant hues, state that lt was an
ignition type at the same price, and you’ll
inspiring sight. Conspicuous among Austria is paying this year to one of
Eleanor Calderwood. Dorothy Young. master and during the years 1892 to friends in Rockland.
L. B Beale. M.M.U.S.C.G., Is on the bands for its uniforms was the its greatest musical prides, Mozart,
agree with us and with Nash owners, that
Dorothy Ames, Frank Peterson, Alice 1895 was associated with the firm of
here is a most desirable improvement.
Nelson, Margaret Swanson, James Lane & Libby. Every good cause, th 10-day furlough a part of which will Brewer High School organization, nobody to this day, 140 years after
Barton. Arnold Barton, Lyford Phil church, neighborly need, whatever i be spent in South Waterville and clad in black jackets edged with his death in Vienna, can say exactly
•
scarlet and trimmed with gold, white where the body of Mozart is buried,
brook. Eugene Burgess. Vera Warren. might be. always had his svmnathv Machias.
Mrs. H. W. Andrews and daughter duck trousers and trench caps. The 1 The several attempts, one in 1808,
Doris Barton, Mayland Barton, Hester and support, and as administrator of
Buy no car today until you have made this
Brown. John Beckman. Ruth Hill. many estates he served with wisdom Helena were recently in Rockland, Deering and Portland High School, again in the seventies, to locate the
interesting comparison. We will gladly ar
where the latter is receiving treat bands wore purple and blue blazers bones of the composer have failed,
Harold
McDonald. Out of 27 pupils . and equity.
range a demonstration. Just phone . . .
and now Vienna seems finally reconHe is survived by a son Ernest L ment from Dr. H. V. Tweedie, eye and white flannel trousers.
20 were not absent for the month, and
• • • •
j died to the fact that the wherewe’ll send a car.
Glidden; daughter. Mrs. J. Herbert specialist.
19 neither absent nor tardy.
Much
sympathy
is
extended
to
the
The cover of the May issue of “The ; abouts of the ashes of the famous
At the meeting of Pleasant River Carver, and two grandchildren. Keith daughters and son of the late Dr. R.
Etude” bears a. very wonderful pic- '■ musician shall forever remain a mysGrange, May 13. the following appro and Ernestine Carver, all of this town J.
Wasgatt
of
Rockland
by
friends
ture of Ignace Jan Paderewski. It is j tery.
Funeral services were held at the
priate program for Mothers' Day was
Just as he looks today, a marvelous I In the central friedhof (peace
given under direction of Worthy Lec { family residence Wednesday, Rev. P here on the islands.
THOMAS-NASH COMPANY
Mrs.
Charles
Wall
is
the
proud
turer Winnie Ames and Addie Buck i J. Clifford officiating, and Sir Knights owner of an Essex coach purchased likeness. The coloring Is very faith- I court), the great and newest grave
PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1178
ful. Th$ picture carefully framed yard in Vienna, a monument marks
lin: Reading. "Darning Socks." by ‘ of De Valois Commandery, K. T. at- from Rockland parties.
would make a choice souvenir for ' the memorial to Mozart, but there is
Addie Bucklin, with tableoux by P. M. j tended in a body. The abundance of
and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham those who have had the great privi- no coffin beneath the monument as
D. A. Gross. Brothers Elmer Coombs. flowers, which he so much loved, tes areMr.
passing a 10-day furlough at their lege of hearing this Incomparable there are coffins beneath the monuE. A. Smalley, Sisters Leola B. Smith. tified to the universal affection an 1 home
in Jonesport.
artist.
I ments nearby over the graves of
Edith M. Poole, Annie Kittredge and esteem in which deceased was held.
The magazine contains “An Inter- Beethoven.
Gluck . Hugh Wolf,
Annie Geary; reading. Avis Webster: Interment was in the family lot at Biadstreet. F. M. White and Eminent
song. W. C. Kossuth; reading. Bertha Ocean View cemetery. The bearers Commander P. A. White. Those from national Appreciation of Ignace Jan Johann Strauss, Von Suppe. Brahms
j M. Healey; reading. W. M. Curtis M. past commanders of De Valois Com out of town to attend the services Paderewski,” made by world famous , and Schubert.
Mozart's absence from this musiConstance Carver, Lucy Poole pianists and teachers, the list includA dietitian calls mince-pie a poly- efficiency. That is v.hat puts the Webster; reading, Ella E. Ames; song. mandery, K. T.. were O. C. Lane were
Ing Mme. Antoinette Szumowska- cian’s corner is not widely known,
and
George
Lewis
of
North
Haven.
George
Strachan.
C.
L.
Boman.
E.
H.
I
George
W.
Geary;
song.
"Mother,
”
sachrid carbohydrate of high caloric buck in nightmares.—Wichita Eagle.
Adamowski, Harold Bauer. John Ers- although a familiar story in Vienna,
klne, Ossip Gabrllowitsch, Rudolph Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart died in
..... ................................... , J
Ganz, Walter Gieseklng, Percy 1791 under conditions of poverty and
Grainger. Myra Hess. Emest Hutche after a wasting illness to which he
son, and many others whose names seemed for months under the pre
are significant in the world of music. monition he would succumb. His
One unique tribute made by Mar death occurred in Vienna after his
guerite MelviUe-Liszniewska is In the return from Prague, a few weeks
form of a verse, reading:
after his appointment to the kapel“Prince among m^n, Power compelling.
meister’s post of the great Vienna
Artist Incomparable, all sorrows telling.
Pr-nmer and poet whose messages climb Cathedral Church of St. Stephen, a
Ethereal heights through feelings sub position which for the first time in
lime.
his life assured him of being able to
Pomantlc figure for all future ages.
“live in peace, no longer the slave of
Eminent scholar with wisdom of sages,
fashion, nor the tool of speculators.”
■ Wizard of keyboard, with magic hand.
I Savior of Poland, hls beloved land.
He was never to profit from the ap
• King of pianists, thy flag Is unfurled
In the pages of history, ln the heart of pointment. however. His thoughts
were on death. His last “Requiem”
the world."
• • • •
he told his wife he had "written for
The same number of "The Etude" himself."
bears this Interesting editorial:
The funeral Dec. 6.1791, for Mozart,
"If youngsters were given their dead at the age of 35 years and 10
choice of a vocation, we would prob months, was a meagre and ill-at
ably have a world filled with cowboys, tended affair. The services in St.
aviators and soldiers. At least that Stephen were held over his body in
Why Tydol
Is what the investigations of two a small side chapel. It was a heavy,
Gasolines Are
active mid-west psychologists reveal. snowy day. The interment was what
Dr. Paul A. Whitty of Northwestern in Europe is called “a third-class”
Gum-Free
University and Dr. Harvey C. Leh funeral, for which was paid 3 florins
mann of Ohio University made a and 36 kreuzers, or about $1 60. The
1. SELECTED CRl’DES
The
canvass of 13,000 boys and 13,000 hearse cost another $1.50.
Crudes selected fur their cleanli
girls, and the results were somewhat weather grew worse. Both rain and
surprising. Among the boys of eight, snow fell together, and the few
ness are‘■multi-fractionated” by
music does not rank at all as a choice friends, including three women—
super-refining equipment cost
in the first ten vocations. Even the Mozart's wife was nrostrate and did
ing millions. Each crude gets
lure of the saxophone does not loom not attend—marched from the
the exact degree of refining it
so large at that age as the police cathedral to the small cemetery of
man's baton. At eighteen the tale St. Marx, their umbrellas dripping.
requires.
is different. Music then ranks sixth, Only three friends other than the
being preceded only by the callings. women accompanied the coffin.
2. “CI'M-TAPPED”
Mozart was buried in one of a row
In order of votes received: Aviator,
In towering fractionation stills
of graves with onlv a wooden cross to
Architect,
Lawyer,
Electrical
En

of the most advanced type, lli-trrt
gineer and Football Coach. This Is mark the spot, which was then for
TYDOL is refined to gum-free pur
rather surprising since we are confi gotten for some 20 vears by the gen
ity. The gum-carrying gasoline
dent that 25 years ago the calling of eral public. In 1808 inquiries were
the musician among young men of made as to the precise spot of the
is drawn off for re-distillation
18 might not have ranked less than Interment, but the sexton could not
long before the refining process
the 25th in choice. Unquestionably tell which was Mozart's, many of thp
is completed.
more and more young men are find crosses having fallen Into decay and
the contents of many of the graves
ing opportunities in music."
3. Gl'M-FREB BLENDING
• • • •
having been exhumed or removed.
In 1832 King Louis of Bavaria
Tide Water's exrlusive, secret
An analysis of 500 scales which may
be obtained from the accepted dia visited the widow of Mozart at Salz
blend of gum-free gasolines
tonic and chromatic system current burg to inquire about raising a monu
creates the super-power, hightoday has been made by Ben Vanasek, ment over the grave. They went
test, anti-knock qualities of
Bohemian theorist. These include together to St. Marx cemetery, but
Hirtest TYDOL.
the Greek modes, the whole tone it was impossible to determine exact
scales and various Oriental and ly where the PTave was. and many
exotic scales and Intervals. Mr. persons blamed Frau Mozart, who
Vanasek has also constructed what married a second time, for neglect.
With the opening of the new grave
he calls a “chordoscope” which in ap
pearance resembles a 12 by three yard in Vienna in the last quarter of
inch radio set. On one side may be the last century, the bodies of most
seen two strips of paper showing of the famous musicians who had
chords. There are two knobs which died in Vienna—some equally as bad
rotate and cause to stand side by side off financially as Mozart, but all
two related chords. There are, ln magnanimously “appreciated” after
their deaths—the last attempt to
locate the body was made and failed.

Of course... you

can get along without
Twin Ignition

... hut

THE REALM OF MUSIC

I
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Gasolines

but TYDOL Gasolines
% Gum-Free

GUM sticks valves. GUM clogs feed lines.
GUM forms hard carbon. GUM distorts
piston rings. GUM steals horse-power.
GUM is the repair man’s best friend.

You will find GUM in improperly or hastily
relined gasolines.

‘•<»n in - T« ppc <1 ”

TI NE IN ROY ATWELL’S TIDE WATER
INN. .. 6:30 to 6:45 P. M., Eastern Day
light Saving Time, every Monday, \\ ednesday and Friday, Columbia Network.

HI -TEST

TYDOL

[NO

2

valves

do this

Refining equipment costing millions
creates these pure, sparkling, gum-free
gasolines, ln thishuge,moderii,bubble
tower, gum-i arrying gasolines are re
moved for re-distillation.

3

But your motor will never he injured by
Hi-test TYDOL ... not in a hundred thou
sand miles!

For

Hi-test

TYDOL is 99$j% gum-free!

Super-refined by modern equipment cost
ing millions. “Gum-tapped” by Tide
Water’s own special process.

with
BILL WINCAPAW and the

Maine Air Transportation
Co.
to the

High-test,as usual. Super-power,certainly.
Anti-knock, of course. And not a penny
premium to pay. Extra quality, but no
extra cost.
Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation
, Congress Bldg., Portland, Me.

TYDOL
PREMIUM]

FLY

TYDOL-ETHYL

gasolines
DOTH

CUM-FREE

Islands in Penobscot Bay
In

Large 7 Passenger Heated
DeLuxe Planes
on Pontoons Daily
Leaving—

P. M.
A. M.
8.00 & 4.30
Rockland
8.15 & 4.45
Vinalhaven
8.30 & 5.00
North Haven
Stonington
8.30 Sc 6.30
DAYLIGHT TIME
Fare to Vinalhaven, North Haven
$3.00; Stonington, $4.00;
Special Trip $12.00
53-tf

“The Bohemian Girl" by Balfe was
very successfully presented by the
students at Coburn Institute recently.
The cast included about 50 pupils of
the school. The costuming and
staging were the work of the stu
dents. The presentation of an opera
is an annual affair at Coburn.
* * * •
Gertrude Ehrhart. Boston soprano,
who charmed her hearers at an East
ern Maine Festival concert a year
ago. was soloist at the special concert
of the Pops at Symphony Hall Mon
day evening given as a benefit for
the Ladies’ Helping Hand auxiliary
to the Home for Jewish Children.
Her prgoram Included songs of Schu
bert, Steinert, Nevin, Seminsky, Hue,
and others.
• • • *
In the Mav Issue of the New Eng
land Conservatory of Music Bulle
tin I see in “Alumni Notes:”
"Ruth E. Thomas, '22, serving her
fifth year as supervisor of music at
Saco, Maine, was recently called to
the State House, Augusta, to serve as
Tel. 700
one of a committee of five to recom
mend a standardization of music in Park & Union Sts. Rockl
the public schools of the State.

Rockland Garage (

